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Zusammenfassung

Diese Doktorarbeit thematisiert das Problem der Objekt-Entdeckung und -
Klassifizierung für mobile Plattformen wie Autos oder Roboter mit Hilfe von
Ultraschall-Sensorgruppen. Hierbei wird ein räumlich breites Anregungssignal ausge-
sendet und von einer zwei-dimensionalen Sensorgruppe empfangen. Mit Hilfe von adap-
tiven Beamforming-Verfahren werden die zurück reflektierten Echos dann verarbeitet
und können in einem drei-dimensionalen Bild der Szene dargestellt werden. Zunächst
beschreiben wir einige Entwicklungsprinzipien, die sich aus dem Betrieb in von Men-
schenhand geschaffener Umgebung sowie physikalischen Bedingungen ergeben, so z.B.
durch die geringe Schallgeschwindigkeit in Luft. Darüber hinaus stellen wir ein Kali-
brierungsverfahren vor, welches insbesondere für Ultraschall-Sensorgruppen eine para-
metrische Korrektur von Positionsfehlern der Sensoren ermöglicht. Bisherige Verfahren
benötigen hierzu entweder viele Kalibrierungsquellen oder können Positionsfehler nur
nicht-parametrisch und damit manchmal unzureichend korrigieren. Aufgrund des hohen
bzw. steigenden Kostendrucks in der Automobil- und Robotikbranche ist hierbei beson-
ders wichtig, ein solches System mit hoher Leistungsfähigkeit, aber nur einer geringen
Anzahl von Sensoren betreiben zu können. Daher werden in dieser Arbeit Verfahren
dargestellt, die es erlauben, schwach besetze Sensorgruppen zu entwerfen, die eine hohe
räumliche Auflösung ermöglichen, dabei jedoch auch gute Rauschunterdrückung auf-
weisen. Dadurch können Objekte verlässlich und ausreichend genau dargestellt werden
und heben sich gut vom Hintergrund ab. Die entwickelten Methoden basieren auf der
Theorie minimaler Redundanz, die in dieser Arbeit für den zwei-dimensionalen Fall
angewandt und erweitert wird. In einem weiteren Teil der Arbeit beschäftigen wir
uns mit der Detektion von Personen mit Hilfe dieser Ultraschall-Sensorgruppen. Wir
zeigen, dass sich aus den verarbeiteten Echos einfache geometrische Merkmalen extra-
hieren lassen, anhand derer Personen mit einer Genauigkeit von knapp 97 Prozent von
anderen Objekten unterschieden werden können. Die dazu notwendigen Klassifikatoren
basieren auf linearer und quadratischer Diskriminantenanalyse und besitzen daher ge-
ringe Komplexität. Darüber hinaus ist es auch anhand eines einzelnen Bildes möglich,
die Haltung einer Person genauer zu klassifizieren. So entwickeln wir Klassifikatoren,
die anhand einer Kombination von geometrischen und statistischen Merkmalen erken-
nen, ob eine Person läuft oder steht. Die hierbei erreichte Genauigkeit beträgt mehr
als 87 Prozent. Die entwickelten Methode werden nicht nur in Simulationen angewen-
det und bewertet, sondern auch auf reale Messdaten angewandt. Die Daten wurden
mit Hilfe mehrerer Prototypen von akustischen Sensorgruppen aufgenommen. Dabei
wurden sowohl innerhalb als auch außerhalb von Gebäuden verschiedene Szenarien
aufgenommen.
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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of obstacle detection and classification for mobile
platforms such as robots using acoustic imaging. To obtain an acoustic image of a
scene, a spatially broad signal is transmitted and the object’s reflections are received
by a 2D array of acoustic receivers. The resulting data is processed using adaptive
beamforming and can be translated into a three-dimensional image. Since the targeted
platforms operate in man-made environments, we first develop design principles de-
rived from physical constraints such as the slow speed of sound in air. Furthermore, we
present a calibration method which is specifically well suited for acoustic arrays and
parametrically corrects for position errors of the sensors. Other methods are either
limited, e.g., by the need of a high number of calibration sources, or can correct such
errors non-parametrically and therefore sometimes insufficiently. The increasing cost
pressure for domestic robots demands to operate using cheap hardware, which favors
the use of acoustic imaging. Such cost constraints require to use highly sparse 2D array
designs which still allow to resolve objects clearly and result in acoustic images with
a distinct discrimination between object echoes and background. Thus, we develop
methods to design non-uniform, sparse arrays which possess reasonable spatial resolu-
tion together with good noise suppression. The presented methods apply minimum-
redundancy theory in the two-dimensional case and extend it in order to control the
redundancy. We also address the problem of human detection and develop feature sets
for a corresponding binary classifier. As a result, humans can be discriminated from
other objects using only a three-dimensional feature space and simple classifiers such
as Linear Discriminant Analysis or Quadratic Discriminant Analysis with an accuracy
of almost 97 percent. We also present geometrical and statistical features which allow
the classification of humans with respect to their pose, meaning that we can distinguish
whether a person is walking or standing with a classification accuracy of more than
87 percent. All developed methods are applied not only to simulation data, but also
to real data measurements. The data was obtained using several prototypes of real
acoustic array systems in indoor and outdoor environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses the problem of object detection and classification in the close
surroundings of mobile platforms such as robots by means of acoustic imaging. The
imaging systems operate using an array of acoustic receivers and a single transmitter.
Due to the cost-sensitive nature of the application-related markets, it is important to
obtain good imaging performance using a large array aperture, but only a relatively low
number of sensors. Thus, this thesis addresses the problem of sparse array design using
minimum-redundancy theory and demonstrates how array geometries can be designed
which allow high-resolution images and good noise suppression with only a limited
number of array elements. This allows precise object detection with minimal resources
for the applications of interest. Additionally, we develop statistical and geometrical
features which allow to reliably detect and distinguish humans from other objects.
Furthermore, we demonstrate how to classify whether a human is standing or walking
based on a single acoustic image and a nine-dimensional feature set.

1.1 Motivation

In the following we motivate the use of acoustic imaging in robotic applications more
closely. We discuss its advantages and disadvantages and also how acoustic imaging
can mitigate limitations of other sensor entities in this context.

In the field of robotics, the demand for higher autonomy increases the requirements
for reliable sensing of the environment. Additionally, the fast growing market and am-
bitious goals also increase cost pressure for the sensor systems, mainly because service
robots can only be sold for significantly less than industrial robots [Lie09,Lit09]. One
of the biggest markets is Japan, where the government has identified robotics as a core
technology in the future assistance of elderly people (e.g. [Cab08]). A quickly devel-
oping market for such robots is also seen in other parts of the world, e.g., in Europe,
where demographic trends similar to Japan can be observed. Here, a growth rate of 4
percent or more is expected for the next years [Myo09,Lit09]. Many projects have been
set up which aim to achieve higher level of autonomy of robots, e.g. projects such as
"Humanoids with auditory and visual abilities in populated spaces” (HUMAVIPS), "In-
teractive Urban Robot” (IURO), "European robotic pedestrian assistant” (EUROPA)
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or "Knowledgeable SErvice Robots for Aging” (KSERA). They all share the need of
reliable and precise sensing capabilities, such that the robots can interact more effi-
ciently and in a broad variety of human environments. They are designed to assist
humans and operate not only in households and clinical institutions, but also generally
in urban, populated environments. Thus, it is crucial for them to become aware of
the presence of humans in order to fulfill their tasks. Only when a robot detects the
presence of humans, it can respond meaningfully, e.g., it can step out of the way of the
human, address the person and offer help, etc.

In this context, acoustic imaging systems can help to detect obstacles in the surround-
ings of robots and to improve the robot’s understanding of the surrounding scene by
object classification. Acoustic imaging can enhance the robot’s capabilities especially
in situation where lighting is insufficient, which is often the case for a robot’s operation
in urban scenarios or in indoor operations. Additionally, range information is directly
obtained for each object in the scene, which can be difficult and expensive to obtain
from optical sensors. Obtaining reliable range information was also the reason why
originally single ultrasound sensors were employed in robotics [AW89].

From the above described application, the objectives of this work are derived. Our
goal is to create acoustic imaging systems which can be used for object detection and
classification in the surroundings of a mobile platform such as a robot. As mentioned
before, such systems operate mostly at low platform speed and can reliably detect
objects in the surroundings, which is crucial especially in severe lighting conditions.
The environment in which such systems are most valuable are indoor scenarios for
robotic applications and generally urban traffic scenarios. Due to the cost-sensitive
applications, the acoustic imaging system is required to use highly sparse sensor arrays.

1.2 Overview

In this section, we give an overview on the structure of the thesis and shortly present the
content of the chapters. The thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce
fundamentals which are necessary to understand the work in the following chapters. We
discuss the basic signal model used in array processing and commonly used direction-
finding algorithms as well as the basic concepts of pattern recognition and classification
together with a definition of the classifiers used in this work. In Chapter 3, we present
the design principles for the problem of acoustic imaging together with some basic
assumptions about the signals and the propagation medium. We also give a short
description of the real array systems which were built during the course of this work
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and have been used for the real data measurements. This is followed by a discussion
of the array calibration problem. Due to inevitable errors in real systems, calibration
is required to compensate errors which occur in any real array imaging system due to
manufacturing tolerances, etc. Moreover, we demonstrate in this chapter how position
errors in an acoustic array affect the performance of the system and how they can
be corrected by a low-complexity calibration procedure. In Chapter 4, we discuss
the problem of sparse array design. Here, we describe design approaches which allow
highly sparse sensor arrays which exhibit low sidelobes. The approaches are based
on the theory of minimum-redundancy. The results of this chapter do not only apply
to applications in robotics, but are valid for any array system which employs two-
dimensional (2D) arrays, e.g., arrays for ultrasonography and other medical imaging
systems. After this emphasis on the design of acoustic imaging systems, we focus
on the functional level of such systems and address the problem of human presence
detection in Chapter 5. Here, we present a parametric and a non-parametric method
to distinguish between humans and other objects present in a scene. We present a low-
dimensional feature set which allows to achieve a correct classification rate of almost
97 percent using simple classifiers. Additionally, we show that it is possible to even
further classify the pose of a human, more particularly whether the person is walking
or standing. The obtained correct classification rate for this problem is higher than 87

percent. Finally, we conclude the findings of this thesis and give an outlook on future
work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals

2.1 Fundamentals of Array Signal Processing

In this section, we describe the fundamental signal models and estimation methods that
are applied when a sensor array is employed to spatial problems such as spatial spec-
trum estimation, be it imaging or Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) estimation, waveform
estimation and spatial filtering.

2.1.1 Signal Model

To introduce the standard signal model, we consider a narrow-band signal from un-
known direction (θ, φ) and wavelength λ impinging on an array with N elements, with
φ being the azimuth and θ the elevation angle (see Fig. 2.1). The position of the ith
element in the array is denoted by position vector pi, i = 1, . . . , N . The output of the
array at time t is denoted by

x(t) = a(k)s(t) + n(t) (2.1)

where

a(k) =

 a1(k,p1)
...

aN(k,pN)


is the array manifold vector which models the spatial characteristics such as phase
delays and attenuation of the signal impinging on the array’s sensors, s(t) is the complex
baseband signal and n(t) is assumed to be spatially white noise with variance σ2

n.1 If
D > 1 signals impinge on the array, the output will be the superposition of the single
received waveforms, e.g.,

x(t) =
D∑
d

a(kd)sd(t) + n(t), (2.2)

1Since the sensor positions are normally fixed, we drop the dependence of a on the sensor positions
in the notation for most of this work except in Chapter 3.2, where the positions are assumed to be
not perfectly known.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a signal impinging on a sensor array. Then angle θ denotes
elevation, φ denotes azimuth.

or, in matrix form

x(t) = As(t) + n(t), (2.3)

where

A =
[
a(k1) a(k2) . . . a(kD)

]
(2.4)

and

s(t) =

 s1(t)
...

sD(t)

 . (2.5)

As a(k) models the response of the array to a signal with wavelength λ, its form
depends on the type of signal source and its distance to the array. Most commonly, it
is assumed that signals are excited from point sources emitting spherical wavefronts.
Thus, the phase delay at the array’s sensors depends not only on the direction, but
also on the curvature of the wavefront impinging on the array. Therefore, the distance
ri between the ith array element and the source can also be taken into account using
the near-field model, where a is a function of both direction and distance ri between
array and source, such that (see [HB91])

ai =
1

||p− ri||
exp(j

2π

λ
||p− ri||) .

However, if the distance between array and source is sufficiently large, one can choose
to neglect the effect of the wavefront curvature and model the incoming wave as a plane
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wave, resulting in the far-field model. This model is only applicable if the approximation
of the wavefront as a plane wave can be justified. The critical distance after which this
can be safely assumed is decided on by some rules of thumb, e.g., the Fraunhofer
distance which states that

||r|| � 2L2

λ
,

with L being the largest dimension of the antenna array. The resulting form for the
array manifold vector is then simply

a(k) =

 ejk
Tp1

...
ejk

TpN

 , (2.6)

where

k = −2π

λ

 sin(θ) cos(φ)
sin(θ) sin(φ)

cos(θ)

 (2.7)

is the wave vector expressed in Cartesian coordinates. Since ||k|| = k = 2π
λ

is the wave
number and the vector in Eq. (2.7) denotes a vector in unit space, k simply refers to
an impinging wave with wavelength λ and points into the direction of its arrival. As it
is only the phase differences which contain the information about the direction of the
signals, a(k) can be normalized such that a1 = 1 without loss of information. If the
signals stem not from point sources, but are spatially extended in their dimensions,
they can be modeled as the superposition of point sources. Alternatively, one can
model the signal by a spatial basis function: A point source would correspond to a
spatial dirac delta function, but a spatially extended signal, e.g. due to fading or local
scattering at the source is modeled by a physically justifiable basis function such as
a Gaussian [Tap02,BV98]. Often, the sensor arrays in an application are of a regular
geometry, e.g., a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) or a Uniform Rectangular Array (URA)
where the distances between sensor’s position are uniform. This regularity is then
also present in the array response vector which then shows a Vandermonde structure.
This can be exploited for an efficient implementation of the array signal processing
methods. For example, using conventional beamforming as explained below will result
in the possibility to perform DOA estimation using a spatial Fourier transform, for
which the Vandermonde structure in a ULA or a URA leads to a spatial Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). Also the symmetry in other geometries such as Uniform Circular
Arrays (UCAs) can be exploited by an FFT by transforming the array into a domain
where the array is then a virtual ULA (see e.g. [DD94a,DD94b,DD94c]).
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2.1.2 Beamforming

The term beamforming denotes a technique where the array elements are weighted
such that its spatial characteristics can be manipulated. This allows to control the
directivity of the array in order to spatially filter the received data, i.e. suppress
noise and interference from undesired directions. The two-dimensional spatial power
spectrum P (k) of a signal scenario can be estimated by applying a weighting vector
w(k) to the array data using an estimate R̂XX of the spatial covariance matrix RXX

of the received data in x(t). By doing so, we obtain the filter output

y(t) = w(k)Hx(t) .

The resulting spatial spectrum estimate is then

P̂ (k) = w(k)HR̂XXw(k) . (2.8)

While imaging applications demand for a high accuracy of P̂ (k) in the region of interest,
the only figure of merit for DOA estimation is the accuracy of the estimator of (θ, φ).
In beamforming, the estimator is typically

(θ̂, φ̂) = arg max
(θ,φ)

P̂ (θ, φ) . (2.9)

A natural choice for R̂XX is the sample covariance matrix, as it is the maximum
likelihood estimator (MLE) of RXX in white Gaussian noise [VVB88]. Using K data
samples, it is defined as

R̂XX =
1

K

K∑
t=1

x(t)x(t)H .

The most intuitive choice for w(k) results in the delay-and-sum beamformer, which
is also called Bartlett beamformer [HJOK85]. Here, the elements of w(k) are simply
chosen according to the array manifold vector such that the occurring phase differences
are compensated by delaying all array channels such that their output is coherent again.
As the signal from direction kl is recorded with phase shifts in all data channels,
choosing

w(kl) =
1

N
a(kl)

will weigh all channels differently such that a signal impinging with kl is summed up
coherently. Since other signals and the spatial noise impinge from other directions than
the look direction, this results in a gain in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) because they
add up non-coherently, effectively reducing their power in y(t). The resulting power
spectrum estimate is

PBartlett(k) =
aH(kl)R̂XXa(kl)

aH(kl)a(kl)
.
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In Figure 2.2, we show a 1D-example of a signal scenario with two uncorrleated sources
of equal power and an SNR of 20dB impinging on an ULA with 8 elements. The
sources come from directions θ1 = 90◦ and θ2 = 80◦ and the noise was assumed to be
spatially white. Figure 2.2 (a) depicts the beam-pattern of the array when it is steered
to θl = θ1. While we see that the resulting beam-pattern is maximally sensitive in

(a) Beam-pattern (b) Power-pattern

Figure 2.2: (a) Example of the Bartlett beam-pattern for a Uniform Linear Array with
8 elements steered at the signal impinging from θl = 90◦. A second signal impinges from
θ0 = 80◦ and will be received with an attenuation of 10dB. (b) Resulting power-pattern
P (θ) when scanning along the θ-axis. The two signals can not be resolved.

direction θl, the array is less sensitive to other directions. The signal coming from θ2

will only be attenuated by approximately 10dB. Thus, it will be received and interferes
with the desired signal although it stems from an undesired direction. In fact, since
Bartlett beamforming is a spatial form of a Fourier transform, the corresponding beam-
pattern of a ULA will result in a spatial sinc-function due to the regular sampling of
space. Thus, the resulting power-pattern is the estimator spatially equivalent to the
periodogram. Like the periodogram, it has limited resolution capabilities, thus, it can
not resolve the two sources in this example (see Figure 2.2 (b)). However, it is the
MLE to find the direction of single sources in white Gaussian noise.

To increase the resolution of the beamformer, one can determine the weight vector
adaptively based on the data samples at hand. A popular example of such a beamformer
with higher resolution is the so-called Capon beamformer [Cap69] which selects the
weight vector w(kl) based on the recorded signal data in order to suppress power from
undesired directions. To achieve this, the beamforming problem is formulated as an
optimization problem where
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w(kl) = arg min
w

(P (w)) (2.10)

subject to w(kl)
Ha(kl) = 1 .

The solution of this problem yields

wc(kl) =
R̂−1
XXa(kl)

aH(kl)R̂
−1
XXa(kl)

(2.11)

and the resulting power spectrum is

PCapon(k) =
1

aH(kl)R̂
−1
XXa(kl)

. (2.12)

We can interpret this result as follows: The information in R̂XX is exploited such that
the beam-pattern is adapted to the present signals in space. In the beam-pattern, nulls
will be placed in the direction of any interference and maximal directivity remains only
in the direction of interest (see Figure 2.3 (a)). This is achieved at the cost of higher
directivity in directions where only noise is present. This adaptive directivity results
in a much higher SNR gain and improved resolution capabilities. In Figure 2.3 (b),
the resulting power pattern shows that, in contrast to Bartlett’s beamformer, Capon’s
beamformer can clearly resolve the two signals in the signal scenario of the previous
example.

(a) Beam-pattern (b) Power-pattern

Figure 2.3: (a) Example of the Capon beam-pattern for the same Uniform Linear
Array steered at θl = 90◦. The second signal from θ0 = 80◦ is taken into account by
the beamformer and will be almost completely suppressed. (b) Resulting power-pattern
P (θ) when scanning along the θ-axis. The two signals are clearly resolved.
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Figure 2.4: Example of the 2D power spectrum of four acoustic point sources using
Capon beamforming. The true position of the sources is marked by the black crosses.

2.1.3 Subspace Methods

In addition to the beamforming approach to DOA estimation, there exists another
category of methods which try to separate the data into signal and noise subspaces
[VO91]. This is based on the fact that, following the standard signal model introduced
in Section 2.1.1, the covariance matrix can be decomposed into

RXX = ARSSA
H + σ2

nI = USΛSU
H
S +UNΛNU

H
N ,

where US,UN are unitary matrices containing the signal and noise eigenvectors, span-
ning the corresponding subspaces [Van02,KV96]. ΛS,ΛN are diagonal matrices con-
taining the signal and noise eigenvalues, respectively. If D signals impinge on an array
with N elements, ΛS contains the D largest eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λD > σ2

n. The
smallest N −D eigenvalues all correspond to the noise subspace and are equal under
the common assumption of spatially uniform noise. Thus, we have ΛN = σ2

nI.

Based on this structure of the true covariance matrix, subspace methods seek to sepa-
rate the eigenvectors in the estimated matrix R̂XX . The most popular representative
is the MUltiple-SIgnal-Classification (MUSIC) algorithm which defines a spatial spec-
trum by

PMUSIC(k) =
aH(k)a(k)

aH(k)Π̂⊥a(k)
,
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where Π̂⊥ = ÛNÛ
H
N [Sch86]. This is often referred to as a pseudo-spectrum, because

due to the subspace projection it has no physical meaning anymore. It is simply
the result of minimizing the power in the estimated noise subspace by the MUSIC
algorithm. Alternatively, one could also change the numerator to aH(k)ÛSÛ

H
S a(k)

and maximize the power in the estimated signal subspace. Since the DOAs of the
signals are found by projections of the data on subspaces, there is no scanning of the
environment involved and it is not possible to establish direct measures of directivity
such as a beam-pattern for such methods.

(a) Angular separation of 10◦ (b) Angular separation of 1◦

Figure 2.5: Power-pattern obtained using MUltiple-SIgnal-Classification for different
angular separations. Clearly, MUltiple-SIgnal-Classification can resolve the two sources
well, even when they stem from directions extremely close to each other.

Subspace methods are often called high-resolution direction-finding methods because
they have a spatial resolution capability that is by far better than that of beamforming
methods. However, this is only true when the signals stem from point sources and
the number of signals impinging on the array is distinct because the subspace decom-
position is based on discrete eigenvectors corresponding to single points in the array
manifold space. While this allows to obtain good DOA estimation performance, the
result of the methods is only the estimation of a set of distinct DOAs. Apart from that,
the methods do not allow to directly measure parameters such as signal strength in a
sense that is physically meaningful. Thus, subspace-based methods are not suitable to
create acoustic images in the case of spatially extended source signals, only if the appli-
cation requires simple parameters such as the DOAs of the sources. Furthermore, the
methods require an eigen-decomposition of R̂XX , which is computationally complex
and can be a limiting factor in the applicability in a real-time system. If the source
signals are spatially spread, there exist parametric methods that model the spatial
signature based on a priori knowledge [MWW96,WWMR94]. However, this knowl-
edge is only rarely available and is also only applicable to DOA estimation problems.
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Thus, when the spatial spread of the sources is not negligible, but unknown, the use
of beamforming methods is preferable. Generally, the algorithms require knowledge
about the number of sources present in the data. This knowledge is usually unavail-
able and the number of signals has to be estimated using information criteria such
as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or Minimum Description Length (MDL)
(see [SS04,Aka74,WK85,WZ89,WZ88] for an overview of information criteria).

2.1.4 Coherent Sources

While it is generally fruitful to exploit information from the data, the performance of
adaptive methods is degraded when the signal scenarios are complicated. While all
methods suffer from an inaccurate estimation of the covariance matrix due to a small
sample size or low SNR, specific problems can arise when the signals impinging on the
array are correlated or even coherent [SK93, SS98, LVL05,KV96]. While coherent or
strongly correlated signals may generally occur in communications, radar and sonar
due to jamming or multi-path propagation, they also occur in acoustic imaging when
similar objects reflect the signal back to the array. This effect can reduce the resolution
capabilities of spatial methods or even lead to their failure. For example, when signal
sources are correlated, it is harder for Capon’s beamformer to suppress signals from
directions other than the look direction when they are correlated to a signal from
that direction. More severely, coherent signals even lead to a rank-deficiency in RXX ,
meaning that signal eigenvectors will deviate into the noise subspace and the signal
subspace will be reduced in dimension [KV96]. Thus, adaptive methods, which rely on
the estimated covariance matrix, may fail because they normally assume a full-rank
covariance matrix in the underlying signal model. To overcome these problems, there
exist decorrelation methods that allow to improve the performance in the situation
of coherent signals [SWK85,EJS82]. If only two sources are coherent, one can apply
forward-backward (FB) averaging to the array. This means that in addition to R̂XX

a backward matrix is constructed using R̂∗XX and a selection matrix J with non-zeros
only on the anti-diagonal, which reverses the order of the array’s elements. The two
covariance matrices are averaged such that

R̂FB =
1

2
(R̂XX + JR̂∗XXJ) .

which is then used in lieu of R̂. This effectively decorrelates the two coherent sources. If
D > 2 sources are coherent, one can use spatial smoothing which generalizes the idea of
FB averaging by using at least D sub-arrays and the corresponding covariance matrices
Rd, d = 1, . . . , D [SK85]. If the sub-arrays are identical in shape, the corresponding
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covariance matrices are assumed to be identical up to a scaling factor which depends
only on the geometric distance between the sub-arrays. Thus, averaging the smaller
covariance matrices leads to a smoothed covariance matrix

RD =
1

D

D∑
d=1

Rd

In [SK85], it is shown that any additional sub-array increases the rank of RD. Thus,
we can always restore the full rank if the array is sufficiently large, i.e., the number of
array elements has to be N ≥ 2D. Although the original idea of spatial smoothing was
developed for ULAs, it can be applied to arbitrary array geometries using the array
interpolation technique [FW92,WF93]. Note that Bartlett’s beamformer, although
worse in performance than other techniques previously discussed, does not suffer from
any correlation between sources because it is signal-independent.

2.1.5 Robust Beamforming

The beamforming methods described above make several assumptions which might
not be fulfilled in practice. They assume perfect knowledge about the array manifold
vector and assume sufficient estimation accuracy of the covariance matrix, meaning
that SNR or sample size are sufficiently high. However, due to many reasons such as
production or operational errors, the array manifold might differ from the used model
or signal conditions may become challenging [CZO87]. In such situations, adaptive
beamforming can easily perform worse than beamformers with fixed weight vectors
when they make wrong assumptions. For example, it may happen due to model errors
that there is a mismatch between the desired direction θ0 and the true steering direction
θ0 +∆. Capon’s beamformer, for example, would then try to suppress the actual signal
from direction θ0 in order to minimize the overall power under the constraint that
maximal directivity in direction θ0 + ∆ is preserved. Clearly, the best way to solve this
type of problems is to reduce the uncertainty in the model, which can be achieved by
testing the array by a calibration procedure (see Section 3.2) and use a more realistic
model of the array manifold vector. However, this is not always possible due to time
or cost constraints. Thus, alternatively, one can modify the beamforming methods
directly such that they rely on milder assumptions about the array manifold and the
signal scenario. This approach, known as robust beamforming, increases robustness with
respect to model mismatch at the cost of reduced spatial resolution. For example, when
the sample support is small, the inverse of the covariance matrix estimate R̂XX typically
becomes numerically unstable. In order to allow a more stable matrix inversion, an
adaptive beamformer can be robustified by adding a constant to the main diagonal
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of R̂XX . This is equivalent to adding artificial noise and allows to stabilize the main
diagonal of R̂XX [LSW03]. This technique, which is called diagonal loading, is a general
means of robustification of adaptive beamforming techniques. The resulting covariance
matrix R̃XX can be described as

R̃XX = R̂XX + σ2
DLI . (2.13)

The choice of the loading value σ2
DL can only be determined optimally if a measure of

uncertainty on the existing errors is available, otherwise, it has to be set empirically (e.g.
[LSW03]). Often, one finds that σ2

DL

σ̂2
n

= 10 is used, where σ̂2
n is an estimate of the average

power on the main diagonal of R̃XX [Van02]. The concept of diagonal loading provides
an easy way to balance the degree of adaptivity of a beamformer. For example, if the
artificial noise power is increased, the main diagonal of R̃XX becomes more dominant
and the beamformer performs more like Bartlett’s beamformer. In [Ric07,Ric10], the
correlation between the two beamformers is studied and it is shown how the correct
degree of adaptivity can improve the spatial resolution for DOA estimation problems.

2.2 Fundamentals of Classification

Classification is the task to assign a class label Cn, where n = 1, . . . , N , to an input
vector f in order to classify it as belonging to one of N discrete classes. Clearly, the
definition of classes is problem-dependent and while it is most commonly assumed that
the data classes are disjoint, this assumption may not hold for specific problems, e.g.,
when a person walks, it will resemble a standing person during certain parts of the
movement (see Section 5.5). The input vector consists of features that are extracted in
prior stages, they describe specific characteristics from data derived from a lower level,
e.g., an image that is obtained from raw sensor data or specific descriptors of that image.
A classifier divides the feature space into decision regions and the different classification
methods differ in the way they formulate and obtain the decision boundaries between
the classes. In the context of classification, the array signal processing pursued to obtain
3D images can be interpreted simply as a way to create data from which features are
extracted. In this section, we introduce some of the approaches to machine learning
that we use for the classification of acoustic imaging data. However, we do restrict the
discussion here to the applied classifiers and do not cover other powerful approaches,
e.g., neural networks or Markov random fields. Moreover, we present the theory in the
context of two-class problems for simplicity and because we do not apply the methods
to multi-class problems in this thesis. For a more complete and in-depth introduction
to the general field of classification, we refer the reader to [Bis07,DHS01].
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2.2.1 Discriminant Functions

A discriminant function takes a D-dimensional input vector f and maps it directly to
a class label Cn by some transformation of the data. In its simplest form, the function
is linear such that

y(f) = wTf + w0 , (2.14)

where w is a weighting vector and w0 is a threshold sometimes called bias. If y(f) ≥ 0,
the input is assigned to C1 and to C2 otherwise. If K > 2, one would construct K
discriminant functions and obtain decisions by linearly combining them. Therefore,
the decision boundary is defined by y(f) = 0 and is a hyperplane with dimension
(D − 1).

2.2.1.1 Fisher’s Linear Discriminant

In its most simple form, the input f is weighted linearly as shown above. The task
of obtaining a good classifier can then be interpreted as the task to geometrically find
the projection direction, represented by w, that separates the data well into the two
classes. Fisher’s Linear Discriminant defines a criterion for this class-separability by
taking both the distance between classes as well as the distribution within the classes
into account. The inter-class distance, also called between-class scatter, is measured
by

m1 −m2 ,

where mi is the mean vector of the ith class. We use it in its quadratic form, denoted
by

ΣB = (m1 −m2)(m1 −m2)
T (2.15)

as the inter-class scatter matrix. To measure the total intra-class distance of the data,
we can simply use the sum of the covariance matrices inside the classes, each given by

Σi =
∑
f∈Ci

(f −mi)(f −mi)
T . (2.16)

This results in the intra-class scatter matrix

ΣW = Σ1 + Σ2 . (2.17)

When the data is weighted by w, these distances can be expressed as wTΣBw and
wTΣWw, respectively. To find the weighting vector that maximizes the class separa-
bility, the ratio of inter-and intra-class distances

J(w) =
wTΣBw

wTΣWw
(2.18)
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is maximized with respect to w. Assuming ΣW to be non-singular, the optimal w is
then

wopt = Σ−1
W (m1 −m2) .

When this approach is used for classification, it is denoted Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA). It implicitly assumes that the classes share common covariance matrix, which
can be unrealistic. However, the input has limited sample size and mostly no knowl-
edge about the class distribution or its parameters mi,Σi is available. Thus, these
parameters have to be estimated using training data.

2.2.1.2 Generalized Linear Discriminants

The principle of LDA can be generalized to a weighting function that consists of a
linear combination of more complex function, e.g. by

y(f) =
d∑
i=0

aig(f) , (2.19)

where g(·) is some arbitrary function of the input. For example, a Quadratic Dis-
criminant Analysis (QDA) uses a quadratic function of the input vector f and finds
weightings based on that. As a result, the decision boundaries in the feature space will
also be of quadratic form. Clearly, this allows better class separation in cases where
the classes are not well separated. At the same time, a more complex function g(·)
can be the result of more general assumptions on the data, e.g., that the classes have
different covariance matrices.

2.2.2 Support Vector Machines

A powerful method to build a classifier is to form the decision boundaries not from
functions of a specific form, but from the data directly. In contrast to parametric
models which find a weighting vector w and then project any test data, the idea of
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is to determine the decision boundary based on
single input vectors from the training data, the support vectors, which are close to
the boundary. The boundary is chosen such that the maximum of data points in the
training data is lying on the correct side of the boundary. It can be shown that finding
the parameters of the boundary is always a convex optimization problem. However,
training of a SVM can be computationally complex and in practice, some parameters
have to be chosen manually which can highly influence the performance. We will show
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Figure 2.6: The margin of a decision boundary is defined by the smallest orthogonal
distance to any of training samples. A Support Vector Machine will choose a boundary
such that this margin is maximal. The circles show the support vectors as the samples
which determine the boundary. Source: [Bis07]

the general idea behind that concept by introducing the maximum margin SVMs,
followed by an extension of the discussion to soft margin SVMs which are mostly used
in practice.

2.2.2.1 Maximum Margin Classifier

To understand the concept of SVMs, let us first define the margin of a classifier as the
smallest distance between the decision boundary and any of the training samples. The
decision boundary is defined in a more general form than in Section 2.2.1 as

y(f) = wTυ(f) + w0 , (2.20)

where υ(·) denotes a function that transforms the feature space into some higher-
dimensional space in which it might be easier to separate the classes from each other.
For later reference, we also introduce the kernel function, denoted by

Φ(x,y) = υ(x)Tυ(y) , (2.21)

at this point. Figure 2.6 visualizes that for all points in the feature space which lie on
the decision boundary, we have y(f) = 0. Under the assumption of linearly separable
classes C1, C2, all samples of C1 lie on one side of the boundary and all samples of C2 lie
on the other side, resulting in

y(fi) > 0 fi ∈ C1 (2.22)

y(fj) < 0 fj ∈ C2 . (2.23)
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Given K training samples f1, . . . ,fK and the corresponding binary class labels ck ∈
{−1, 1}, we can write this in a general form as

ckyk(fk) = ck(w
Tυ(fk) + wo) ≥ 0 k = 1, . . . , K . (2.24)

To find a decision boundary that separates the classes, we are interested to find the
parameters w, wo which satisfy this condition. Since the distance of any point f to the
boundary is generally given by |y(f)|/||w||, a maximum-margin SVM can be created
by choosing the solution which maximizes the distance between the decision boundary
and all training data points, which can be expressed as

arg max
w,wo

1

||w||
min
k

(
ck(w

Tυ(fk) + wo)
)
. (2.25)

To solve this problem more efficiently, it is convenient to convert into the equivalent
quadratic programming problem [Bis07,SC08]

arg min
w,wo
||w|| (2.26)

subject to
ck(w

Tυ(fk) + wo) ≥ 0 k = 1, . . . , K . (2.27)

Thus, from all possible solutions for Eq. (2.20), the one with the minimal norm ||w||
will be selected. Since the constraints represent the oriented distance from each sample
of the training data to the possible decision boundary, at least one constraint will
be active while the majority of constraints are inactive in any data clusters. Only
the samples with active constraints determine the margin and are therefore called
support vectors. The reformulated quadratic programming problem can be solved
using Lagrange multipliers for which various techniques exist [NW99,BB99].

2.2.2.2 Soft Margin Classifier

Using the maximum-margin approach, a misclassified training sample leads to viola-
tion of one constraints, meaning that the problem is not solvable anymore. Thus, the
classifier will always try to obtain a decision boundary that correctly classifies all train-
ing data correctly. As a result, this approach only guarantees good performance if the
class conditional probabilities do not overlap, i.e., if the data is linearly separable in the
feature space. Otherwise, the found solution separates the training data perfectly, but
might not perform well on new data, because the decision boundary established from
the training data was not general. While this phenomenon, also known as overfitting,
can occur with any classifier if the training data is not representative, hard-margin
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Figure 2.7: Example of a soft margin of a decision boundary. Training samples close
to the boundary result in a penalty term ε < 1. Misclassified samples are allowed, but
lead to a larger penalty with ε > 1. Source: [Bis07]

SVMs are specifically sensitive to it because they do not rely on specific forms of the
decision boundary. If they establish the decision boundary based on too many support
vectors, the found classifier will not perform well in the general case. More severely,
depending on the kernel function used, the data might be transformed to a space with
much higher dimensionality, which increases the possibility of a decision boundary that
is too specific. The soft-margin SVMs overcome this limitation by introducing slack
variables into the constraints, such that misclassified samples are allowed at the cost
of a penalty term that depends on the distance of the sample to the decision bound-
ary [CST00]. Denoting the slack variables εk for each sample, and εn ≥ 0 for all k,
Eq. (2.24) is reformulated to

ckyk(fk) = ck(w
Tυ(fk) + wo) ≥ 1− εk k = 1, . . . , K . (2.28)

Thus, correctly classified training samples close to the boundary are penalized with
εk < 1. Misclassified samples are allowed, but weighted with a penalty εk > 1 that
scales with the distance to the decision boundary, which is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
The objective function then includes the overall penalty by adding a weighted sum of
the slack variables as

arg min
w,wo
||w||+ C

K∑
k=1

εk , (2.29)

where C is a constant. This allows to penalize misclassification, and, if C is sufficiently
large, the found solution will minimize the number of errors in the training set when
the class distributions overlap.
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2.2.2.3 Choice of the Kernel Function

While the choice of the kernel function directly affects the performance of the classifier,
unfortunately there are no theoretical guidelines which help to choose which kernel
function is appropriate for a given problem. Thus, the choice of a kernel is made based
on experience and often data analysis. Popular kernels include

• the linear kernel Φ(x,y) = xT · y,

• radial basis functions, e.g., Gaussian functionals Φ(x,y) = exp ||x−y||
2σ

, with σ

being determined problem-specific by validation procedures,

• and polynomial kernels, e.g. Φ(x,y) = (x · y)d with polynomial order d.

Generally, the more complex the kernel function is, the higher the dimensionality of
the transformation domain. SVMs solve the classification problem by linear separation
of the data in this higher-dimensional space. However, the high dimensionality can
also be problematic, especially if the available training data is limited. In fact, solving
the problem can become infeasible because the data might be transformed such that
it does not form any reasonable clusters in the transformation space, which makes it
impossible to recognize patterns and separate them.
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Chapter 3

Design of Acoustic Imaging Systems

In this chapter, we present general design principles for acoustic imaging systems for
the applications of interest. After some basic definitions and an overview of the signal
processing chain, we present some useful assumptions about the transmission medium
and the signals, as well as some basic characteristics of an acoustic imaging system
which operates in air. After we show system-specific properties of the prototypes used
in this thesis, we also show several real-data examples. Additionally, we present cali-
bration techniques which are needed as a first step after the production of an acoustic
array in order to compensate for inevitable production errors and tolerances. After
a short review of some general techniques, we present a parametric approach which
is specifically suited for acoustic arrays and how this approach can be combined with
traditional calibration methods.

3.1 Design Principles for Acoustic Imaging Systems

The term acoustic imaging denotes techniques which use acoustic signals in order to
create images of an object or a scene of interest. In general, an acoustic signal is sent out
and the reflections are recorded and processed in order to form an image, although there
also exist passive approaches that strive to simply visualize the originating location of
sounds. In this thesis, we focus on the use of acoustic arrays which allow to process the
recorded reflections in order to estimate the spatial location and shape of reflectors (see
also [Ste00,MT00,MT94,PH96]). In the following, we will introduce the assumptions
we make with respect to signal model and propagation, followed by a description of the
general steps needed to create a three-dimensional, acoustic image from the recorded
reflection data. We will then briefly describe the acoustic imaging system that has
been developed and used throughout this work.

3.1.1 Data Processing

To generate 3D images of a scene in air, the main limitation one has to deal with is
the slow speed of propagation. In contrast to other typical imaging applications, we
therefore do not perform beamforming to transmit the signal. A better strategy is to
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of an active acoustic imaging system using an array. A signal
is transmitted into the scene and reflected by objects. A part of those reflections is
received by the receiver array. After demodulation, the signal can be divided into range
gates based on the time-of-flight of the echoes. For each range gate, an estimate of
the spatial spectrum is obtained using beamforming. To obtain the final image of the
scene, reflections sources are determined for each range gate and merged into a 3D
image.

illuminate the scene to be analyzed by a single acoustic source which can be part of
the array or be placed close to the array. Thus, we are able to image the scene by
processing the back-scattered reflections from only one transmit pulse and maintain a
scan period suitable for a real-time application. In Figure 3.1, it can be seen how a
three-dimensional (3D) image can be created using a receiver array of acoustic sensors:
After a single transmitter sends a spatially broad pulse into the scene, the reflections
are partly reflected back to the sensor array from objects in the image. Those reflections
are then recorded by the array’s sensors and demodulated into the complex base-band
under use of the known excitation signal. The time series data is then divided into
range gates. From each range gate, a 2D spatial power spectrum is estimated using
adaptive beamforming, resulting in a 2D mage. Based on these 2D images, regions of
interest can be identified using some segmentation technique, e.g. global or adaptive
thresholding. The found regions correspond to areas from which high power intensity
reflections were recorded, i.e., they correspond to reflecting parts of objects in the
scene. Finally, the 2D images are transformed from polar to cartesian coordinates and
are merged to form a 3D image. Alternatively, one can avoid continuous processing
of all channels by detecting echoes and run the beamforming only for the segments in
which echoes occur. One can then estimate the range from the Time-Of-Flight (TOF)
for each and process the corresponding segments in the 2D (θ, φ)-space. One can apply
matched filtering and obtain a noise estimate by analyzing the signal of one reference
sensor up to a time τmin, which corresponds to the minimal distance rmin of an object.
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Since no echoes are assumed to be present in this interval, an estimate σ̂2
n of the noise

floor is calculated. Note that since the noise is assumed to be Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN), it is sufficient to set rmin to a small value (e.g. rmin = 20 cm).

The estimated noise floor σ̂2
n is then used to determine a threshold to detect echo seg-

ments, where echoes have to occur with a minimal duration of 1 ms. These segments
are then processed individually by the beamforming algorithm, assuming a range cal-
culated from the start of the echo segment, resulting in a dynamic focusing system.
Note that the translation of the TOF into range assumes a direct path echo. Addition-
ally, due to the possible overlap of different reflections, the length of the echo segments
might vary. In that case, the later echo is assigned the same τ as the first one, possibly
introducing a small range error for some parts of the analyzed scene.

Many of the existing adaptive approaches in array signal processing have been devel-
oped for far-field conditions and a finite number of point sources. The imaging system
must also operate on objects that are close and have a non-negligible spatial spread,
such that these algorithms can not always be applied in this problem. We therefore
restrict the system to using beamforming algorithms which do not rely on the assump-
tion of point-sources, such as the Capon beamformer (see Section 2.1.2). To obtain an
image from a processed echo segment, we scan the environment on a hemisphere with
a fine, 2D grid in the θ, φ-space and calculate the received power from each point in
a specific range gate. To construct the 3D images, we generally need to decide which
areas of the 2D images contain reflections. Generally, this involves searching for local
peaks at different ranges and deciding based on some segmentation criterion how large
the areas should be and whether the overall peak region is large enough to be consid-
ered significant and likely to be related to an object. While the images are obtained
using beamforming which inevitable has a finite resolution, also the reflections them-
selves result in areas of monotonically decreasing power intensity. Thus, compared to
traditional image processing problems derived for optical images, the regions of inter-
est in the images can be found using relatively low-complexity segmentation methods
based on adaptive thresholding and similar concepts . In this work we have used the
EM algorithm for segmentation which is described in more detail in Section 5.2.

3.1.2 Assumptions and Basic Characteristics

In the following, we make some assumptions about the signal excitation and the phys-
ical conditions which are reasonable for acoustic imaging systems and the applications
of interest:
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1. The scene is illuminated by a narrow-band acoustic signal with center-frequency
fc and wavelength λ, emitted from a single acoustic sensor at a fixed position.

2. Echoes are recorded by an N -element dense array of isotropic acoustic sensors
with uniform noise σn at each element.

3. The array operates in air, i.e. signals propagate in a homogeneous linear medium
with constant propagation speed (as opposed to human tissue or water) [Boh88].

4. Objects closer than 1m are processed using a near-field signal model, such that the
propagation of the sound echoes can be modeled using Fresnel’s approximation.
This follows directly from the wavelength of an acoustic signal in a range of
40− 60kHz as well as the array aperture suitable for the application in a robot.

5. Additionally, the objects are assumed to have a solid surface, resulting in large
acoustic impedance differences between air and the materials. This results in
hard echoes from the objects. Almost no signal energy is lost due to diffusion
into the object, i.e. the signal does not penetrate the object’s surface.

6. Further, without loss of generality, we assume that the center of the array lies in
the origin of the coordinate system.

When sound is reflected from massive, solid objects, there are three sources of reflected
echoes that are visible to the array: As is illustrated in Figure 3.2, there is a direct
reflection that occurs from power reflected orthogonally from a planar surface of the
object in a specular way. Additionally, there can be ground reflections where the signal
is reflected from the object to ground and vice versa. Clearly, the time-of-flight of
such a reflection is longer due to the indirect path it takes. Moreover, such echoes will
impinge on the array from a lower angle and, thus, appear to stem from a reflection
below ground. However, to correct this, we simply have to change the sign of the height
coordinate of those reflections. Clearly, this type of reflection does only occur when
the object has reflecting areas close to the ground. Most importantly, all solid objects
reflect sounds from their edges, where power is reflected as a superposition of spherical
waves. In Figure 3.3 (b), we give a real data example where those three distinct regions
are clearly visible. If the object surface is not smooth, the reflection process becomes
more complicated. The echoes return not only from the three sources discussed above.
Additionally, the sound wave will be reflected from many parts of the surface which
are orthogonal to the direct path between the array and the surface. This leads to
reflections which are spatially more diffuse (see Figure 3.3 (c)). According to acoustic
theory, this can be modeled as the superposition of reflections from point sources which
form the surface of the reflecting areas. This effect enables us to obtain information
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array

reflecting object

ground reflection

edge reflection

direct reflection

Figure 3.2: There are three sources of captured reflections from solid surfaces. Besides
the direct orthogonal reflection from the object surface, the signal is reflected spher-
ically at all edges of the object. Thus, the array will always receive edge reflections
from objects. The third source of reflection are ground reflections. Due to their in-
direct path, they have a longer time-of-flight and the position of reflection has to be
corrected.

about the texture of the object’s surface as well as the discrimination between many
artificial, man-made objects and natural objects, which typically do not have a smooth
surface (see Chapter 5).

3.1.3 System Setup

To obtain real acoustic data, we have two systems available: First, a synthetic aper-
ture approach which synthesizes any array geometry by a single receiver mounted on
a high-precision 2D positioning system in the xz-plane. This implies that the environ-
mental parameters such as object’s position, temperature, etc. are stationary during
the measurements to guarantee reproducibility of the experiments. This can safely be
assumed to be true since the synthesis of an array does not exceed a time interval of
a few minutes, even for large arrays. Both the fixed transmitter and the receiver are
piezo-electric devices with a membrane of diameter 6.9 mm and a resonance frequency
of fc = 48 kHz. The transmitter is specified to have a beam pattern such that the
3dB-cutoff area is approximately 60◦ in azimuth and elevation. Its membrane is ex-
cited by a sinusoidal signal at frequency fc with a duration of 100µs, resulting in a
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narrow-band excitation signal of that frequency and a duration of 1 ms. The received
analog signals at the array channels are band-limited before they are sampled at a rate
of fs = 200 kHz. The data is then demodulated to obtain the complex base-band sig-
nals. The described system is mainly useful for the validation of simulation results in
the array geometry design. In addition to this synthetic aperture system, several array
geometries were produced by our industry partner, both uniform dense arrays as well
as nonuniform sparse arrays. They allow to capture a scene using a single excitation
signal with a frame rate that is limited only by propagation time and hardware. For
example, due to the propagation time necessary to record reflections from objects 10m
away, the frame rate of a narrow-band system has an upper bound of

fpsmax =
1

210m
c

=
343

20s
≈ 17

1

s
.

While this would be sufficient for real-time scene analysis, it requires fast hardware
which can be a limiting factor in the design of imaging systems for cost-sensitive ap-
plications, e.g., for domestic robots.

3.1.4 Real Data Examples

To demonstrate the nature of the obtained acoustic images, we show some real data
examples of different objects. The images have been obtained using one of the real
array prototypes. In Figure 3.3, we show a pole object and its corresponding acoustic
images for different surfaces. The pole object is one of the reference objects of the
Maneuvering Aids for Low-Speed Operation (MALSO) (ISO 17386:2010, [ISO10] ).
We can clearly see the three types of echoes distinctively in the image. To demonstrate
the effect of different surfaces on the scattering process, we compare this to the same
pole covered with bubble wrap, which results in a surface structured in a dimension
comparable to λ. Only part of the smooth surface fully reflects the transmitted signal
back to the array due to the specular nature of the scattering. While the general level
of power is lower, reflections are observed from the whole object, since more regions
reflect power back to the array. One can also observe that, in contrast to the smooth
surface, the width of the pole is visible in φ-dimension, since reflections do not only
occur on a small fraction of the curved surface but on the whole front.

To demonstrate the scattering behavior of a square-edged, artificial object, we show
in Figure 3.4 a cuboid cardboard box placed in front of the array at a distance of
1.35 m. It was mounted on top of a pedestal which was covered with acoustic damping
material. The front side of the box had dimensions that translate into an angular
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spread of (∆θ; ∆φ) = (13; 32)◦ from the array’s perspective. While the main peak is
clearly the direct reflection from the front side of the box, one can also see echoes from
the lateral edges as well as the bottom edge. The echo from the upper edge overlaps
with the direct reflection. Echoes from the region θ > 115◦ do not belong to the object,
but are attenuated echoes from the pedestal. In Figure 3.5, we give an example of an
acoustic image of a human standing in front of the array. It can be seen that the
main reflective areas from the person are the head and torso. Depending on the pose
and orientation, the shape of the torso echo will change while the head echo is less
dependent on the exact pose. Additionally, arm and legs reflect echoes back to the
array if the person moves them in a way that they have reflective areas orthogonal the
direct line towards the array.
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(a) Optical image of the reference pole.

(b) Acoustic image of the pole with a smooth surface.

(c) Acoustic image of the pole with a rough surface.

Figure 3.3: Example images of a reference pole object according to [ISO10]. The
same object is shown with different surfaces. The acoustic images show the significant
changes between specular scattering on a smooth surface and diffuse scattering from
the rough surface.
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Figure 3.4: Image of a cuboid on a pedestal.
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(a) Optical image

(b) Acoustic image

Figure 3.5: Example images of a human standing in front of the array. The person
faces the array and stands still in relaxed pose.
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3.2 Calibration Techniques

The performance of sensor arrays is well-known to be sensitive to errors or uncertainties
in the model of the array manifold (see e.g. [VS94b,VS94a,SK92]). In practice, many
of the array’s characteristics can differ from their nominal values and are not precisely
known a priori, e.g., due to imperfections in the hardware, manufacturing tolerances,
mounting errors, etc. Thus, the sensor array is affected by gain and phase differences of
the sensors, position errors and imbalances in receiver electronics that alter the array
manifold. In order to account for these inevitable errors and production tolerances,
every practical sensor array has to be calibrated such that the mismatch between
assumptions and reality can be reduced. On the other hand, if the desired accuracy
of the calibrated system is known, it may be possible to relax the tolerances required
in production and compensate for that with the calibration procedure, potentially
resulting in a manufacturing cost reduction. In this chapter, we will formulate the
calibration problem and illustrate the common approaches in the literature. We will
then describe a calibration method which is specifically suited for acoustic arrays and
allows to compensate position errors with low complexity. We will present results
obtained using simulations and real data measurements and discuss the performance
in relation to other calibration methods.

3.2.1 Fundamentals

Following the standard signal model from Section 2.1.1, the output of the array can be
described as

x(t) = AS(t) + σnI,

where s(t) describes the signal vector,A is the array response matrix and σnI describes
the uniform noise with power σ2

n at each sensor. Since A models the spatial sensitivity
of the overall array, the accuracy of the assumed model is crucial for the performance
of any array signal processing techniques. The theoretical model displayed here differs
from reality in that it assumes ideal isotropic, homogeneous sensor elements, perfect
synchronization between the elements and no coupling effects. These assumptions are
rarely true in practice due to manufacturing tolerances and imperfections. While it
is possible to adjust the model in some aspects based on some nominal knowledge
about the hardware, the specific properties of the single sensors vary and cannot be
modeled accurately a priori. As a consequence, different sources of error arise when
the nominal array response matrix is used. Some of these errors result in direction-
independent offset errors, some in direction-dependent changes of the model. The true
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array manifold at(k) is then unknown and has to be estimated. This is typically done
using offline measurements with calibration sources. These sources send known signals
from different directions. Based on the widely applied approach in [PK91], we model
the deviations of the true array manifold from the nominal model by the use of a
calibration matrix Q such that

at(k) = Qa(k) . (3.1)

Thus, finding the true array manifold can be reduced to finding a good estimate of
Q, based on measurements from D calibration sources from known directions (θd, φd)

with d = 1, . . . , D. We denote the whole set of calibration angles by (θcal, φcal). This
approach is termed offline calibration and serves as a tool to correct static errors in the
array before its operation. Additionally, online calibration is based on the incoming
signals during operation and can correct dynamic errors during operation, e.g., due
to temperature changes. However, due to the lower amount of information typically
available during online operation, these methods can not compensate larger errors.
Depending on the types of present errors,Q has to be modeled as a function of direction
or can be constrained in its form, e.g., if no coupling is present, Q is a diagonal matrix.
If position errors are present, its coefficients are functions of the direction angles:

Q(k) = Q(θ, φ) = diag {q1(θ, φ), . . . , qN(θ, φ)} . (3.2)

Under those assumptions, we seek the optimalQ(θ, φ) in order to solve the least-squares
problem

min
Q(θ,φ)

ε = ||At(θ, φ)−Q(θ, φ)A(θ, φ)||F (3.3)

for all directions, where || · ||F stands for the Frobenius norm. Let us repeat here that
the dth column of A describes the array response vector for the dth source and is of
the form

a(kd,ψ) =

 ejk
T
d p1

...
ejk

T
d pN

 , (3.4)

with ψ = vec{p1,p2, . . . ,pN} denoting a vector with the stacked position vectors pn
of all N sensors. The true array response for the calibration directions Ât(θcal, φcal)

can be estimated by determining the principal eigenvector of the empirical covariance
matrix R̂ of the data received from that single source [PK91].

In this work, we focus on offline calibration because the cheap production of the sensors
introduces several errors which require a precise calibration. On the other hand, dy-
namic errors in acoustic imaging are not severely affecting the performance of the array
and are neglected here. There exists a wealth of approaches to the problem of offline
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calibration of a sensor array. They can be discriminated with respect to their assump-
tions about both the types of errors as well as their assumed effects on the array model.
Methods which compensate only for direction-independent errors are global techniques,
as they estimate Q as single matrix valid for all directions. Local calibration methods,
on the other hand, can take also direction-dependent errors into account, which results
in a correction matrix that is also a function of direction. While both global and local
methods directly estimate the calibration matrix, there are also approaches which try
to estimate some parameters of the array , e.g., the sensor positions, parametrically
based on some model [Vib10]. Those techniques can often be combined with local or
global techniques.

3.2.2 Global Calibration Techniques

As just described above, global calibration approaches assume that all errors present
in the array can be corrected by a global calibration matrix which is not a function
of the angles θ and φ. Such techniques can account for gain and phase offset errors
of the single elements, but, e.g., not for deviations of the single sensor beam-patterns.
Additionally, it is mostly assumed in the literature that inter-element coupling is also
direction-independent and, thus, can also be corrected (e.g. [PK91,DLX00]). Global
methods estimate the calibration matrix by solving an optimization problem under the
above assumptions as

Q̂ = arg min
Q
||QA(θcal, φcal)− Ât(θcal, φcal)Ξ||F , (3.5)

with Ξ being a complex weighting matrix. For Ξ = I, this leads to the solution [PK91]:

Q̂ = Ât(θcal, φcal)A
†(θcal, φcal), (3.6)

where A† = AH(AAH)−1 is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the ideal array re-
sponse matrix A. If no mutual coupling is present, this matrix will be diagonal and the
solution is always unique. If coupling is affecting the sensors, the number of available
calibration sources D must be larger than the number of elements N in order to obtain
a unique solution for Q. By choosing the weighting matrix Ξ 6= I, one can emphasize
and possibly improve the classification for specific regions, see e.g. [LVL07]. An itera-
tive procedure for the calculation of Q̂, that does not require matrix inversion has been
given in [Hun00]. One general advantage of global calibration methods is that one can
preprocess the array data with the inverse global calibration matrix before applying
the beamforming algorithm. Moreover, only a single matrix is stored.
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3.2.3 Local Calibration Techniques

Although global methods can compensate offset errors and compensate coupling
between the single array elements, the techniques fail completely when direction-
dependent errors are affecting the array. Thus, they are computationally attractive,
but local methods are needed as soon as there is uncertainty about position errors or
other direction dependent The aim of local calibration is to find a correction matrix
Q(θ, φ) which is a function of direction, such that

at(θ, φ) = Q(θ, φ)a(θ, φ) . (3.7)

Typically, the calibration data is weighted and the weights depend on the direction
of interest. For example, the algorithm proposed in [LLV06] uses the classical ideas
of Pierre and Kaveh [PK91], but a direction dependent weight matrix is added which
makes it possible to take direction dependent errors into account. The method does
not assume prior knowledge about the errors, which makes it interesting in cases where
the presence of errors is unknown and one has to assume that several types of direction
dependent errors could be present. Q̂(θ, φ) is calculated for every direction of interest,
which means that the correction matrix is a function of the angle. The optimal Q̂ for
direction (θ, φ) in a weighted least squares sense is given by:

Q̂(θ, φ) = arg min
Q
||Ât((θ, φ)cal)−QAi((θ, φ)cal)W

1/2(θ, φ)||F ,

where (θ, φ) is the current angle to be calibrated and W(θ, φ) is a diagonal weighting
matrix for direction (θ, φ) with D non-zero elements. Since each correction matrix
Q̂(θ, φ) is calculated for a single direction, it is sufficient to model Q as a diagonal
matrix in order to capture any deviation from the nominal model.
The diagonal elements of Q̂(θ, φ) can be calculated using the following equation:

q̂n(θ, φ) =

∑D
d=1 a

∗
ndwd(θ, φ)ât,nd∑D

d=1 a
∗
ndwd(θ, φ)and

, n = 1, ..., N.

The weights wd(θ, φ) in W should have the property that the calibration data from
angles in the set (θ, φ)cal,j which are close to (θ, φ) have strong weight and directions
further away are less significant. Therefore, the chosen weighting function in [LLV06] is
wj(θ, φ) = exp(−h · ||(θ, φ)cal,j − (θ, φ)||2). The bandwidth parameter h determines the
amount of smoothing. A large bandwidth results in a narrow weighting function, giving
low weight to more distant data. A too narrow weight function will give a worse inter-
polation between the calibration angles and less reduction of noise in the calibration
data. On the other hand, choosing a small bandwidth will result in a DOA estimate
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which is heavily influenced by the direction-dependent model errors. To choose a good
value of h for a specific array, one can use various validation procedures, e.g. [LLV06]
suggest to use a leave-one-out approach. The specific form of W is not crucial for the
performance of the calibration procedure and other forms of monotonically decreas-
ing functions work well, too. Note that, while possible coupling effects present in the
array should theoretically lead to direction-independent magnitude and phase errors,
local methods implicitly assume diagonal calibration matrices and can not directly es-
timate coupling effects. As a consequence, local methods do inherently capture the
effects of coupling in finding the transformation between theoretical and true array
response matrices, but can not help to gain insight in the presence and structure of
inter-element coupling, if needed. If such insight is needed while direction-dependent
errors are present, one has to explicitly model an additional coupling matrix, estimated
by global methods, together with the direction-dependent calibration matrix.

3.2.4 Parametric Maximum-Likelihood Estimation of Position
Errors

In this section, we briefly describe an approach by [NS96] which uses a maximum
likelihood estimation procedure for the true sensor positions stacked in ψ of an array
with position errors and which motivated the development of our calibration method
presented in the next section. The approach separates the problem into finding the true
sensor positions and does not model position error effects in the calibration matrix,
but directly as parameters of the array manifold. The calibration matrix Q simply
models the effects of other present errors identical to the general calibration problem
formulation. The approach then alternates between the estimation of the true positions
ψ̂ and estimation of the effects of all remaining errors in Q̂ until a convergence is
reached. Thus, the approach couples the parametric approach with a global calibration.
The MLE for the true position can be derived to be

ψ̂ = arg min
ψ

Tr(P⊥AH(ψ)Â
H
t Ât), (3.8)

with P⊥AH(ψ) = I −A†A(ψ). The other errors present in the array are estimated by
the least-squares expression in Eq. (3.6) based on the current estimate of the sensor
positions. The final estimate is found by running a search procedure such as a damped
Newton search while alternating between these two estimation steps until a convergence
is reached.. This approach can also be combined with the previously mentioned local
estimation, allowing an even more flexible correction of errors. However, to obtain
a solution, a minimal number of mN calibration sources is required, with m being
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the number of dimensions in which the positions are disturbed, e.g., if the positions
are perturbed on a plane, m = 2. This constraint is of importance specifically for
the calibration of 2D arrays where significantly more array elements are employed.
Furthermore, the approach does not model the effect of position errors explicitly, it
simply corrects the errors.

3.2.5 Proposed Low-complexity Estimation Procedure

The requirement of a minimal number of calibration sources is not of significance for
small one-dimensional (1D) arrays, but can easily become perturbing for larger 2D
arrays. To overcome these limitations, we present in this section an approach that
explicitly models the phase effect of position errors on the array and does not require
a minimal number of sources that depends on the array size. Assuming that each
position vector pn is affected by an additive random vector ρn, we can derive that the
resulting additive phase error is proportional to the components of ρ because for any
direction (θ, φ) we have

at(k) = at(θ, φ) =

 ejk
T
d (p1+ρ1)

...
ejk

T
d (pN+ρN )

 = Q(θ, φ)a(θ, φ) . (3.9)

Thus, the position errors are included in the main diagonal of Q(θ, φ) and result in a
phase shift

�qn(θ, φ) = kTρn (3.10)

for a signal with wave vector k. Thus, using calibration sources from known directions
(φd), we can estimate the position errors under use of the coefficients qn. The estimator
for each sensor can then simply be obtained by a least-squares formulation as

ρ̂n = arg min
ρn
||�qn − kTρn||F , n = 1, . . . , N . (3.11)

Generally, the coefficients qn can be estimated as (weighted) sum over all calibration
sources (see [PK91,LLV06]):

q̂n =
1

D

D∑
d=1

ât(θd, φd)

a(θd, φd)
, n = 1, . . . , N . (3.12)

In contrast, using eq. (3.12) in Eq. (3.11) removes the need for a minimal number of
calibration sources and principally allows a position error estimate ρ̂n based already
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on a few sources. For the simple case of a one-dimensional position error, e.g., if the
sensors are only affected by position errors along the x-axis, Eq.(3.11) simplifies to

ρx,n = − 1

D

D∑
d=1

λ

2πux
�qn(θd, φd) , n = 1, . . . , N . (3.13)

This has the advantage that it is not only computationally much less complex than
the method by [NS96], but also does not require any minimal number of calibration
sources. If the true array manifold vectors at(θd, φd) can be estimated consistently,
e.g., by the principal eigenvector of the calibration data covariance matrix, ρn will also
be consistently estimated, assuming that no other direction dependent phase errors are
present. The relation between ρn and �qn motivates also to estimate the phase errors
nonparametrically using a polynomial fitting approach. Similar to [OV91,LLV06], we
choose to model the coefficients q̂n(θ, φ) over the whole domain of (θ, φ), but fit �qn
using a simplified, but still general approach in contrast to the exponential function
proposed by [LLV06]. Motivated from the trigonometric functions that result from the
position errors, we estimate the phase and magnitude of the coefficients by using a
simple cubic spline interpolation. We found that using this approach, the calibration is
more accurate and robust to a sparse calibration grid than using a specific functional
form (see Section 3.2.6). This allows fitting Q to the measured data from the cali-
bration sources without the need of any smoothing parameter or the choice of specific
basis functions. If the position errors are the only direction-dependent errors affecting
the phase of the array manifold, the spline interpolation will correctly result in the
estimation of a trigonometric function of the domain (θ, φ) or, equivalently, a linear
function in the u-space. This can also be combined with other parametric approaches
to calibration, e.g., in the presence of coupling errors. Please note that the model-
based approach assumes that there is no coupling present in the acoustic array. This
is a reasonable assumption for acoustic imaging, since acoustic sensors receive sound
signals without interference between each other. This stems from the fact that sound is
a pressure wave and there is no electro-magnetic interaction between adjacent sensors
by induction.

3.2.6 Results and discussion

In this section, we compare the proposed low-complexity parametric approach to other
calibration methods in terms of its performance as a function of the number of cal-
ibration sources and as a function of the position errors. We ran 300 Monte Carlo
simulations of a scenario where gain, phase and positions of the sensors were perturbed
by random errors. The studied array is a 5×5 uniform rectangular array with position
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errors uniformly distributed in a circle of radius ||ρ|| = 0.2λ on the aperture around the
nominal positions. Additionally, the gain and phase of the sensors are affected by uni-
formly distributed random variables such that the true array response of the nth sensor
at,n can be expressed by the nominal response an, a random variable ζ representing
magnitude errors, and another random variable η representing phase errors:

at,n = (|an|(1 + ζ))ej�(an)+η, (3.14)

ζ ∼ U(−0.15, 0.15),

η ∼ U(0, π/6) .

Because we are interested only in acoustic arrays in this work, we assume that there
is no coupling present. The calibration sources are placed uniformly across the grid,
although this is not required. In Figure 3.6, the approach is compared to other methods
for a varying number of available calibration sources. To vary the number of calibration
sources, we uniformly increase the density of the calibration grid. Performance is
measured by the resulting calibration error ε in decibel. It is illustrated that the global
method by [Hun00] fails to model the present errors independent of the number of
available sources and is only slightly correcting the nominal model as expected. The
local methods perform better with an increasing number of calibration sources because
they can model the array manifold more accurately in all directions the more dense the
calibration grid becomes. While the approach by [LLV06] can correct the error partly,
it performs worse than all other local methods. The computationally more complex
method by [OV91] uses a rather generic polynomial functional to model the array
manifold which allows a better calibration. Furthermore, we can see that fitting Q
using spline interpolation alone (denoted by "Q-space”) already outperforms the other
local calibration methods, but is worse than the method of [NS96] which is able to
almost perfectly model the true array manifold if the condition on the minimal number
of sources is fulfilled. When Q-space fitting is combined with parametric estimation as
proposed (denoted by ParamLocal), we see that the performance is equal to the one
of [NS96]. Additionally, it is capable to model the errors accurately even for only ten
calibration sources because it does not require a minimal number of calibration sources.
We want to emphasize that ε should not be interpreted as a measure for DOA estimation
accuracy in array problems. However, it is meaningful to compare the methods in
terms of this correction error as it is derived from the initial problem formulation.
Similar results are obtained when the methods are compared with respect to the co-
linearity between the true and calibrated array response. The order in performance is
equal, however, the gap between the parametric and nonparametric approaches is less
visible. In Figure 3.7, the performance of the different algorithms is evaluated when
the effect of the position errors is varied from 0.01λ to 0.2λ. We see that both the
proposed method and the method of [NS96] are able to correct the positions in every
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Figure 3.6: The calibration error is depicted vs.the number of calibration sources used.
It can be seen that the global method fails to correct the errors due to wrong as-
sumptions about the errors. The local methods all perform better with an increasing
number of sources. The parametric method by [NS96] fails completely if the number
of available sources is smaller than the minimal one. Our proposed method does not
need this restriction and still compensates for the direction-dependent errors.

case and perform constantly well, while the performance of the other methods decreases
with increasing position errors. This demonstrates that a calibration procedure that
explicitly models position errors allows to decouple their effect on the array manifold
completely from other errors. Nonparametric local methods can not compensate for
the effect once the error is too large and the global method clearly fails, which is not
surprising because it assumes that only direction-independent errors are present and is
applied in an error scenario it is not designed for. Figure3.8 shows the acoustic images
of an acoustic array using a Capon beamformer with and without application of the
calibration procedure. The array uses 30 omnidirectional acoustic receivers which were
affected by gain, phase and position errors. The recorded scene consisted of four point
sources located at θ = 136◦, 79◦, 69◦, 43◦ and φ = 65◦, 81◦, 94◦, 68◦, respectively. It is
clearly visible that the calibration procedure improves the resolution of the array. Using
the uncalibrated array, the present errors result in errors of the location estimation of
the point sources, especially for the two sources which are located far off-broadside.
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Figure 3.7: The mean correction error is depicted as a function of the scale of position
errors. All methods except the parametric ones suffer from an increase of the error.

This can be compensated by the calibration, resulting in an improved location estimate
of the point sources as well as more pronounced peaks in the acoustic image due to
increased resolution. In Figure 3.9, we see another example of a human standing in
broadside and facing of the array. It is visible that in the uncalibrated case, for a
large number of reflectors, the reflected echoes are not clearly focused and it is hard
to distinguish between main echoes and small scatterers. Again, also in this example,
the calibration has the effect of increasing the focus and peak power of the reflectors.
Additionally, clutter reflections in the background are reduced and the image allows a
better interpretation of the depicted scene.

A drawback of combining a parametric estimator with Q-space fitting is its failure to
accurately model the array manifold if there are other direction-dependent phase errors
that are more dominant than the position errors. However, this is also valid for the
approach of [NS96], that does not model other direction-dependent errors than position
errors. In such a situation, the motivation for a parametric model for the position
errors is reduced and a nonparametric local methods will perform better, unless one
can model the other sources of direction-dependent errors. However, one can also use
the model and the calibration results to analyze the impact of position errors, because
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of its previously derived known effect on the array response. Due to the trigonometric
relation wave vector and phase effect of the position errors, the interpolation between
measured calibration sources leads to trigonometric functions with respect to direction
for all array elements affected by a position error. As described above, the amplitude
of these trigonometric functions is proportional to the magnitude of the error.
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(a) Uncalibrated array with gain, phase and position errors

(b) Calibrated array

Figure 3.8: Comparison of the acoustic images in a scenario with four point sources.
The echo peaks are more concentrated after calibration, thus objects can be better
resolved. Also the position of the peaks is closer to the true positions.
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(a) Uncalibrated array with gain, phase and position errors

(b) Calibrated array

Figure 3.9: A human standing in front of the array, facing the array. After calibra-
tion, the echoes from the object are more clearly visible and are more concentrated.
Additionally, the noise suppression has been improved.
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Chapter 4

Sparse Array Design

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, acoustic imaging for robotic applications requires cheap
hardware, but still demands for good spatial resolution and noise suppression. Es-
pecially the use of 2D arrays for 3D imaging is challenging, e.g. the high num-
ber of sensors and therefore active channels employed in such systems, leads to in-
creased hardware and computational costs. This motivates the use of 2D sparse ar-
rays which approximate the beam-pattern of a fully populated array using a lower
number of sensors. However, the geometry of the array has to be optimized, as
it fundamentally influences all performance parameters. There have been numerous
approaches to design sparse 1D and 2D arrays using single- and multi-objective op-
timization techniques where Half-Power-Beam-Width (HPBW) and Side-Lobe-Level
(SLL) are optimized. Common approaches design sparse arrays by either thin-
ning a full array [AH02, AH02, HAIH01, Tru99, AHW+97, KS91, Kop92] or randomly
placing a fixed number of sensors, sometimes under some geometrical constraints
[JRS07,OM05,Ruf93,RL75]. These approaches allow to obtain good results, but rely
on the evaluation of a cost function over a large search space and involve subjective
weighting of the individual goals. To find good solutions, these methods require the
creation of a large number of possible candidates from which one has to be selected.
This allows little or no control over the properties of a found solution. In this chapter,
we discuss design methods for sparse 2D arrays that are suitable for acoustic imaging
applications, e.g., obstacle detection in robotics, or medical imaging diagnosis. Due to
the slow wave propagation speed as well as hardware constraints, systems operating in
air transmit in broadcast mode and therefore require a receiver beam-pattern without
grating lobes.1 The approach presented in this chapter enables the design of highly
sparse 2D arrays that exhibit low SLLs. Additionally, direct control over the trade-off
between sparsity and SLL is achieved. The approach is based on the theory of mini-
mum redundancy and employs an iterative procedure that populates the array aperture
with additional sensor elements. The criterion for the placement of additional sensor
is formulated such that the co-array is manipulated to allow a good approximation of

1In active systems that employ both transmit and receive beamforming, e.g. in medical imaging,
it is common to optimize the two-way-beam-pattern of the array, i.e. grating lobes are allowed
for the transmission beam-pattern and are suppressed in receiving mode by controlled nulling (see
e.g. [LTB98]).
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the performance of a full array. This allows to choose a suitable combination of SLL
and sparsity while exhibiting a low computational complexity. These advantages come
at the cost of an altered mainlobe shape which can become quasi-convex.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Based on the signal model presented in Section 2.1.1, we formulate the sparse array de-
sign problem in the context of acoustic imaging as the problem of finding a sparse array
with κ elements that performs well in terms of object resolution and noise suppression.
The reference of performance is the beam-pattern of a full Uniform Rectangular Array
with N = Nx × Nz elements with λ/2-spacing. Our goal is to reduce the number of
sensor elements in this 2D planar array while retaining the resolution and suppression
capabilities of the corresponding URA with respect to λ, such that the spatial power
spectrum estimate is still consistent2. In other terms, we want to approximate the
beam-pattern of an URA by the use of a nonuniform sparse array with only κ < N

elements on the same aperture for all possible steering angles kl. For the imaging
applications of interest, we measure performance in terms of the SLL and mainlobe
width of the beam-pattern of a Bartlett beamformer as well as the sparsity of the used
array, measured by the thinning factor κ/N . The SLL is defined as the distance be-
tween the maximum value in the mainlobe of the beam-pattern and the second-largest
maximum value. Additionally, grating lobes have to be avoided by all cost as they lead
to spurious peaks in the resulting images. Note that while the Integrated-SideLobe-
Ratio (ISLR) is used for evaluation in some applications, we do not use it here because
it is less important in the application of interest. This is due to the fact that we deal
with situations where there are only relatively few scatterers simultaneously present
in the image. Reducing κ can be interpreted as a measure of compressive spatial 2D
sampling. In this context, we can say that we are interested to find the transformation
function Γ(·) which transforms the beam-pattern of the URA into the beam-pattern of
the sparse array such that certain properties of the image obtained by the full, dense ar-
ray are the desired parameters to be reliably estimated using the sparse sampling. For
example, using Bartlett’s beamformer, the beam-pattern of the sparse array looking at
direction kl is

BS(k)|kl =wH
S (kl) · aS(k) (4.1)

=
1

κ

κ∑
i=1

ai(kl)
HaS,i(k) , (4.2)

2The consistency of power spectra based on nonuniform sampling is proved in [Mar86,MC90].
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where ws,as are the κ-element weighting vector and array manifold vector, respec-
tively. The power-pattern of the sparse array is equivalent to the spatial nonuniform
Fourier Transform of the data. Then, we can also express the beam-pattern in look
direction kl of the sparse array BS(k)|kl as a transformation of the beam-pattern of
the corresponding full array BU(k)|kl

BS(k)|kl = Γ(BU(k)|kl) (4.3)

= Γ(wH
U(kl)aU(k)) , (4.4)

where aU(k) is the array manifold vector of the uniform array. Note that in the sequel,
and without loss of generality of the following results, we assume a broad-side look
direction, i.e. (θ, φ) = (90◦, 90◦). Finding the transformation function is equivalent
to finding a binary selection matrix J with dimensions κ × N and rank(J) = κ. It
reduces the URA to a sparse array such that the array manifold vector of the sparse
array is

aS(k) = JaU(k) . (4.5)

4.3 Minimum Redundancy Theory

4.3.1 Fundamental Concept

To introduce the fundamental concept of minimal-redundancy theory, we will first
consider a one-dimensional ULA with κ = Nx elements at x1 = 0, x2 = 1, . . . , xN =

Nx − 1 . Every integer up to Nx − 1 can be represented as a difference of two sensor
elements ν = xi−xj. The concept of minimum redundancy affords to analyze an array
not in terms of its actual sensor positions, but their differences in position, referred to
as the coarray [BV98]. If some differences occur multiple times, this will be reflected
in redundancy in RXX and therefore determines important characteristics of the array,
e.g., resolution and directivity.

Due to the Toeplitz structure of the covariance matrix of the ULA, the estima-
tion of specific correlation lags is based on several phase differences in the ar-
ray [Van02, ASG99a]. The estimation accuracy depends on the number of sam-
ples of this correlation lag and is denoted as spatial sensitivity (see Figure 4.1)
[Mof68,LST93,Lin92]. In a Minimum-Redundancy-Array (MRA), the array is spanned
on the same aperture using only the minimum κ < Nx elements such that each
integer difference ν occurs at least once, but as few times as possible. If we set
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(a) Uniform Linear Array with N = 10 (b) Minimum-Redundancy Array with N = 5

Figure 4.1: Example of the spatial sensitivities of two arrays with L = 9. (a) shows
the high redundancy in a Uniform Linear Array, (b) the Minimum-Redundancy Array
where redundancy is present except for the double occurrence of the distance of 3λ/2.

x1 = 0, xκ = Nx − 1, the set of integers x1, x2, . . . , xκ forms a restricted difference
basis [Lee56] with respect to Nx − 1, if

ν = xi − xj ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ κ (4.6)

can be satisfied for all 0 < ν ≤ Nx − 1. Such an array exhibits a low number of
elements to span the aperture with the guarantee that no grating lobes are introduced
in the beam pattern for any look direction. Additionally, it shows the same HPBW
as the corresponding ULA on the same aperture. Due to the introduced gaps in the
geometry, the SLL is considerably higher than for an ULA. The redundancy is measured
as [Mof68]

R =
κ(κ− 1)

2(Nx − 1)
, (4.7)

where κ(κ−1)
2

is the number of possible pairs between κ elements and (Nx − 1) is the
length of the ULA. Upper and lower bounds for R can be found in [Lee56, Bed86]
for 1D arrays. It is also interesting to note from those difference sets, one can create
cyclic difference sets on a larger scale [Kop92] and that the average beam-pattern of all
cyclic difference set arrays is equivalent to the average of all

(
N
k

)
possible array geome-

tries [Lee99]. For DOA estimation problems, there exist approaches which augment the
resulting covariance matrices such that they exhibit Toeplitz structure corresponding
to a virtual array with a steering vector in Vandermonde structure. Using such virtual
arrays, one can obtain a gain in DOA estimation accuracy compared to the smaller uni-
form arrays with the same number of elements [PBNH85,AGGS98,ASG99b,ASG99a].
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4.3.2 Two-Dimensional Difference Sets

MRAs have been studied extensively in the 1D-case and optimal configurations have
been found also for large κ [PPL90]. However, no optimal solution for 2D arrays is
known yet. In fact, not even a criterion of optimality has been found so far [Kop92].
Efforts to create 2D sparse arrays have been made based on the concept of Two-
Dimensional Difference Sets (TDSs) (e.g. [KS91, Lee99]). They can be obtained in
several ways, e.g., by the multiplication of two orthogonal 1D restricted difference
sets (see Figure 4.2 and refer to [Kop92] for other possibilities). Such a TDS with
parameters (Nx, Nz, κ,Λ) is defined as a set TDS = {(x1, z1), . . . , (xκ, zκ)} of κ elements
on a (Nx, Nz) integer grid. Position coordinates (x, z) are represented exactly Λ times
as [Kop92]

x = xi − xj mod Nx , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nx (4.8)

z = zi − zj mod Nz , 1 ≤ j ≤ Nz .

Similarly to the 1D case, a κ-element, low -redundancy array is created, if the array
positions are uniquely represented by a TDS with parameters (Nx, Nz, κ, 1). In [MD01],
bounds for sparse 2D arrays are derived based on the 1D redundancy measure R and
it is proven that this approach is asymptotically efficient, meaning that the lower
redundancy bound is reached for Nx, Nz → ∞. Note that while the first sidelobe of
such low-redundancy arrays is high, the second sidelobe is mostly at approximately
the same level than the sidelobes of the corresponding uniform array. Additionally, the
spatial sensitivity is distributed on the same multiples of λ

2
.

4.4 Forward Inclusion Approach

In this section, we address the problem of sparse array design using a forward inclusion
approach based on minimum-redundancy theory in contrast to traditional thinning
approaches. We propose to separate the design process of the sparse 2D array into two
steps: First, we span an initial 2D array on an Nx × Nz lattice in a low-redundancy
fashion using a TDS(Nx, Nz, κ, 1). This is followed by an iterative procedure that
includes additional sensor elements at specific points of the underlying lattice. The
initial array can be represented by a position function

M(x, z) =
κ∑
i=1

δ(x− xi, z − zi) (4.9)
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Figure 4.2: An initial array spanned by a Two-Dimensional Difference Set for a (10×
10)-aperture.
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which represents the distribution of elements on the aperture of the initial array in the
(x, z)-plane (see Figure 4.2). It exhibits approximately the same mainlobe-width as
the corresponding URA on the same aperture, using only a low number κ of elements.

After this initial step, the array is extended iteratively in order to fulfill a combination
of the remaining design goals, namely high sparsity and a low SLL of the array. While
it is clear that additional sensors will improve the overall sidelobe behavior of the array,
we want to maximize the impact on the SLL for each additional sensor in order to obtain
a good trade-off between the design goals. In [AGGS96], it is shown that increasing
simply the number of continuous correlation lags does not necessarily increase DOA
estimation accuracy. Thus, we choose a different approach which increases the spatial
sensitivity for the smallest lag in the co-array. To achieve this, we have to increase the
occurrence of the smallest sensor distances in the distribution of sensor elements. It is
assumed and verified by simulation that this leads to low sidelobes. This assumption
is derived from the thought that if we aim to increase the number of occurrences of the
smallest distances in an array maximally, the effect on the co-array is most effective
and adds maximally to approximate the co-array of the dense array. We can measure
this effect by the local sensor density s(x, z), which can be easily obtained by

s(x, z) = M(x, z) ∗W (x, z) (4.10)

where W (x, z) is a 2D cuboid kernel function.3 Its bandwidth has to be chosen ac-
cording to the overall aperture dimensions (see Section 4.6.2). By adding elements
iteratively such that they increase uniformity maximally, we create a uniform subarray
which grows with every iteration by a single element and, thus, varies in shape. How-
ever, this subarray exhibits a significantly lower SLL than the overall array. Due to
the nature of TDSs, s(x, z) will exhibit a global maximum which serves as a reference
point

(xr, zr) = arg max
x,z

(s(x, z))) (4.11)

for the element inclusion. To determine the position of the additional element, we
calculate the potential global sensor density which results if the element is placed at
(xi, zi). It is defined as

S(xi, zi) =
κ∑

n=1

s(xn, zn)|xi,zi , (4.12)

where s(x, z)|xi,zi denotes the local density assuming an element in position (xi, zi).
Depending on the aperture and the initial array geometry, there might by several

3Although other kernel shapes are possible, we found that the resulting array geometries show poor
sparsity for all aperture sizes. A uni-modal function with tapering edges seems to be inappropriate
to model uniformity in s(x, z) and S(xi, zi), respectively.
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candidate positions
(xi, zi)c = arg max

i
S(xi, zi) (4.13)

leading to a maximal S(xi, zi). In such circumstances, we choose the one (xi, zi)c which
is closest to (xr, zr), i.e.,

min(||(xi, zi)c − (xr, zr)||) (4.14)

such that the array exhibits only one uniform subarray. This maximizes the contribu-
tion of the ith element in each iteration to maximally increase the spatial sensitivity
of the overall array, independently of the aperture shape or the used initial TDS. We
evaluate the array with respect to its SLL in the broad-side Bartlett beam-pattern and
κ in each iteration. The desirable trade-off between these design goals can be deter-
mined by the formulation of a suitable stop criterion, e.g., a targeted SLL, a maximal
number of elements or a combination thereof. In Table 1, we summarize the algorithm.'

&

$

%

Step 0: Create an initial array based on
a TDS(Nx, Nz, κ, 1).

Step 1: Determine the reference position (xr, zr).
Step 2: Determine candidate positions (xi, zi)c as

the maxima of S(xi, zi).
Step 3: Insert additional array element at :

min(||(xi, zi)c − (xr, zr)||).
Step 4: Evaluate the broad-side Bartlett beam

-pattern of the array.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2-4 until the stop criterion is

fulfilled.

Table 4.1: Summary of the proposed algorithm.

In Figure 4.3, it is illustrated how the SLL is reduced by iteratively adding sensor
elements to a TDS(18, 18, 50, 1) on a rectangular lattice. The increased aperture of the
subarray leads to suppression of the first sidelobe and shapes the mainlobe towards
the shape of the URA counterpart. For κ = 95, the suppression of the first four
sidelobes closest to the mainlobe is sufficiently high such that they are transformed
into a part of the mainlobe, which becomes non-convex, but monotonic at this point.
The depicted sudden drop in SLL is therefore not due to a than a sudden change of
a single sidelobe, but due to the change of the peak sidelobe location, because the
previous sidelobes merge with the mainlobe, meaning that the ISLR changes gradually
at this iteration. The mainlobe is convex in the upper region and now shows a widening
pedestal where it merged with the previously present sidelobes. Note that the second
sidelobe of a MRA is mostly close to the SLL of the corresponding uniform array.
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Figure 4.3: Development of the SLL of an array designed according to the proposed
algorithm. The number of elements κ is iteratively increased and new elements are
placed based on a rectangular lattice.

Thus, by suppressing the first set of sidelobes, the improved SLL will also be close
to the SLL of the corresponding URA and a distinct change in SLL is created. The
resulting two-dimensional beam-pattern is depicted in Figure 4.4. This enables us
to identify the threshold where the first sidelobe merges into the main lobe which is
critical with respect to source detection (and therefore also object detection), as the
beam-pattern now is uni-modal in that region. We therefore can formulate a stop
criterion with respect to the occurrence of this transformation. However, since the
mainlobe is not strictly monotonic anymore, we can alternatively formulate a stop
criterion that allows for an additional amount of iterations to compensate for further
smoothing of the main lobe shape. Using this approach, we can design highly sparse
arrays with the same HPBW as the corresponding URAs and a SLL which is close to
the results obtained in [Kop08]. This comes at the cost of a quasi-convex mainlobe
which is widened below the HPBW. The degree of widening depends on the number
of additional elements one is willing to place in the aperture.
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Figure 4.4: 2D-beam-pattern of a designed nonuniform array after suppression of the
first sidelobes.

4.5 Lattice Structure

To control how elements are placed on the aperture, one can use different lattice struc-
tures. Besides a rectangular structure, which allows the potential use of any element
of the corresponding URA, structures such as hexagonal or quincunx lattices allow the
design of arrays based on other grid symmetries, potentially with even higher sparsity.
In particular, using a quincunx lattice has the advantage that impinging signals are
sampled across the whole aperture with the same correlation lags in both directions
than with the URA, but require only κ = NxNz

2
± NxNz (mod 2)

2
sensor elements. Alter-

natively, one can interpret a quincunx pattern as a rectangular grid which is scaled by
a factor of

√
2 and rotated by 45 degrees. For a broadside look-direction, the beam-

pattern of a quincunx array is equivalent to the one of an URA. However, when looking
off-broadside, the effective distance between adjacent sensor elements is larger than λ

2

and grating lobes in the beam-pattern occur. We will not go into details of hexagonal
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sampling because we found similar performance behavior of the designed arrays for
hexagonal lattice structures.

4.5.1 Randomization of Lattices

The main reason for high sidelobes in the beam-patterns of the nonuniform arrays stems
from the fact that they are placed on regular grid structures. It is a well-known fact
that random placement of sensor elements on the array aperture allows to obtain low
sidelobe levels (e.g. [Lo64, Lo63, Ste72]). The price for this behavior is that sidelobes
are positioned in an irregular fashion and there is no control over the properties of
the beam-pattern possible, such that suitable array layouts can only be obtained by
Monte-Carlo simulations. However, a binned randomization of elements around lattice
nodes allows to achieve lower sidelobes and allows at the same time to a structured
approach to the problem [HAIH01,Hol00,Hen91]. In order to maintain control over the
array layout, the extent of randomization has to be small, such that the beam-pattern
is only altered in sidelobe structure, but is still closely related to the beam-pattern
obtained using strictly lattice nodes. This can be achieved by adding a multivariate
random variable with limited support to the position vector of each sensor element
such that the randomized position of the ith element is described by

p̃ = pi + ρi , 1 ≤ i ≤ κ .

We assume the random variables to be independent and uniformly distributed on the
interval [−λ

4
, λ

4
] in the x, z-dimensions. Furthermore, ρi is assumed to be deterministic

zero in the second dimension, meaning that the sensors are only moved on the aperture
surface. In Figure 4.5, we show an example of an array geometry on a (10×10)-aperture
with a quincunx grid and binned randomization after several iterations of the proposed
algorithm. The added sensors are restricted to lie inside the depicted boxes around the
grid nodes as described above. The empty circles denote empty nodes in the quincunx
grid which can be used for further iterations by the algorithm. The effect of binned
randomization on the SLL is illustrated exemplarily in Figure 4.6 where the expected
value and the 2, 5%- and 97.5%-percentiles of distribution of the SLL are shown based
on 300 Monte Carlo runs. It can be seen that the average SLL decreases continuously,
thus showing the same behavior as in the deterministic case. This is due to the fact
that the random variables are distributed with zero mean around the nominal sensor
positions. The variance, however increases as expected because more sensors are added
to the aperture and the variance of the overall beam-pattern of a binned random array
scales with the number of sensors as

Var{BS(k)} = κ

(
1− sinc2(

Nxkx
κ2π

)

)(
1− sinc2(

Nzkz
κ2π

)

)
,
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Figure 4.5: Example of an array geometry on a (10×10)-aperture after several iterations
of the proposed algorithm. New elements can only be placed around free nodes of a
quincunx grid (denoted by circles) and positions are placed using binned randomization.
The rectangles denote the bins in which elements have been placed around the grid
nodes in previous iterations.
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which can be easily derived analogously to the variance of a 1D binned random array
(see [Ste72, HAIH01]). Please also note that due to the randomization, there is no
distinct change in SLL and it changes only gradually. This is due to the fact that array
elements do not align in a regular fashion anymore and their distances are not exact
multiples of λ

2
. Thus, the previously described suppression of the first sidelobe into the

mainlobe does not occur at a single iteration, but depends on the realizations of the
random variable ρ.

Figure 4.6: Expected value and variance of the SLL using binned randomization.

4.6 Experimental Results

4.6.1 Simulations

The algorithm proposed in Section 4.4 has been applied to various lattice structures
and various aperture sizes. We compare the results to a recent approach proposed
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in [Kop08] which is also based on different sets. The approach uses a special family
of difference sets, called Hadamard sets (H-sets). A library of H-sets is created using
cyclic shifting and automorphic transformations of an initial set. From these H-sets,
array geometries are constructed and their beam-patterns are evaluated by a search
procedure in order to search for solutions which result in a low SLL. In order to com-
pare the results, we choose quadratic apertures, although this is not required by our
algorithm. In Table 4.2, the performance of the algorithm is summarized. For results
employing binned randomization, we present the mean value and the 95% confidence
bounds which have been obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations with 300 runs. When
binned randomization is applied, this steep decline of SLL is not present anymore. As
mentioned in section 4.5.1, the addition of a random variable on the element positions
results in a more irregular sidelobe structure where the first sidelobes are not neces-
sarily the peak sidelobes. As a result, we cannot determine a single iteration where
the first sidelobes merge into the mainlobe. Instead, we do now observe a continuous
trade-off between high sparsity and low SLL. This is effectively a Pareto-front as it is
also created by multi-objective optimization algorithms, though it requires only a low
computational complexity due to the simple iterative procedure. Due to the higher
restrictions on the quincunx grid, the uniform subarray grows faster on those grids.
This leads to the fact that the first sidelobes are suppressed using even fewer elements
and result in higher sparsity in the array, if the algorithm is stopped using the same
stop criterion. However, due to the possible existence of grating lobes, the random-
ized quincunx lattices are favorable. As it is depicted in Table 4.2, they exhibit even
higher sparsity than the layouts based on rectangular lattices while giving a continuous
trade-off between the number of sensors and the resulting SLL.

In Figure 4.7, the sparsity of the resulting arrays, denoted by TDSX, using a rectangular
lattice are compared with results from [Kop08], denoted Kop., both in terms of the
absolute number of elements κ and the relative Filling-Rate (FR) which is given by
κ/(NXNZ). A change of the SLL of more than 3dB was used as a stop criterion. We see
that while κ increases with aperture size for both methods, the FR using our approach
is significantly lower, i.e. the arrays exhibit a much higher sparsity, although the SLL
is only around 2dB higher.

In Figure 4.8, the mean SLL of a (30 × 30)-aperture is depicted when rectangular
or quincunx lattices are used. It is clearly visible that the quincunx lattice allows
to merge the first sidelobe much earlier into the mainlobe such that it can achieve a
comparable SLL with a significantly higher sparsity. Although this behavior is less
distinct for small apertures, quincunx lattices allow generally a lower SLL for smaller
values of κ. However, depending on aperture size, kernel bandwidth and variance of
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the binned randomization, we found that the algorithm performed slightly better using
rectangular lattices in some configurations.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of sparsity of our proposed approach to a design method
based on Hadamard matrices for different quadratic apertures (edge length Nx). The
left ordinate shows the absolute number of elements κ, the right ordinate the aperture-
dependent Filling-Rate (FR).

4.6.2 Kernel Bandwidth

Previously, a cuboid kernel function W (x, z) was applied using a quadratic base of
width h = 3 and unity height. Effectively, this weighs all direct neighboring elements
around the current position, but is independent of the overall array geometry. With
increasing aperture dimensions, the sparsity of the initial as well as the augmented
array is higher. Thus, S(xi, zi) will contain less information about the distribution of
array elements if the kernel bandwidth is not chosen adaptively. Choosing a larger
bandwidth h therefore further improves the performance of the algorithm in terms
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of rectangular and quincunx lattices with respect to sidelobe
suppression on a (30× 30)-aperture.

of the achieved sparsity, but, as with any kernel function, may also lead to loss of
information, if set too large.

Figure 4.9 shows the sparsity of the resulting square array geometries for different values
of h over edge length Nx. A rectangular lattice has been applied and the procedure was
stopped if the SLL changed more than 3dB. We see that for h > 3 sparsity is improved
for Nx > 14, but does not perform well for small apertures. On the other hand, for
h = 11, the algorithm only converges for Nx = 30, but shows the best sparsity there
(19.3%). This testifies that the optimal kernel bandwidth depends on the aperture size
and, if set too large, can mislead the element placing such that the first sidelobe is not
suppressed.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of Kernel bandwidth on performance for various square apertures.
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4.6.3 Acoustic Imaging

Following the simulation results, we show here how an acoustic imaging system as de-
scribed in Section 3.1 performs if it is based on sparse array layouts. The images in this
section are created by applying the array layouts obtained using the proposed methods
to select which data channels were selected from a full 18 × 18-array. The objects
are illuminated by a narrow-band excitation signal emitted around fc = 50 kHz, i.e.,
λ ≈ 7 mm. The transmitter is specified to have a beam pattern such that the 3dB-cutoff
area is approximately 60◦ in azimuth and elevation. The reflected echoes are captured
by a receiving (18× 18)-array of acoustic, omnidirectional sensors (see also Section 3.1
and [MZ07b]). The echoes scattered back from a large pole-object with a rough sur-
face standing in front of the array. The different array layouts are tested by computing
the power pattern using only a subset of the full array’s sensors. We first compare
them based on their performance using Bartlett’s beamformer in order to illustrate
changes that stem directly from the sparsity. However, since Bartlett beamforming
suffers generally from high sidelobes and results in speckle noise in acoustic imaging,
the sparse array layouts are also evaluated using Capon’s adaptive beamformer, which
is the method that is actually used in the imaging system. Figure 4.10 shows the
received power over azimuth angle φ and elevation angle θ for several array layouts
using Bartlett’s beamformer. We compare an array with (16 × 16)-aperture with 120

elements based on Hadamard difference-sets according to [Kop08], a full (18x18)-URA
with 324 elements and an array with 95 elements according to the proposed technique
based on a rectangular (18x18)-lattice.4 It can be seen that all three layouts result in
images where the contour of the pole object is visible. We also see how the regular
sidelobe pattern of the beam-pattern of the URA results in regular artifacts in the im-
age around the object (Figure 4.10 (b)). Both sparse layouts (Figure 4.10 (a) and (c))
clearly show more severe and more irregular image artifacts due to the sparsity in the
arrays. Additionally, the image in Figure 4.10 (c) shows higher sensitivity in end-fire
directions. However, since the the imaging system is not operated in end-fire direction,
the differences in those regions are not a matter of great interest. In Figure 4.11, we
applied Capon’s beamformer to the same layouts and data, meaning that the weight
vector depends on the signal scenario and information from the covariance matrix es-
timate is exploited, thus increasing the resolution and noise suppression in the images.
Clearly, the image from the full array (Figure 4.11 (b)) shows the best contrast and
also the most uniform power reception from the object’s surface. In Figure 4.11 (a)
and (c), it is shown that the sparsity leads to a slightly reduced contrast of the images.
Additionally, both sparse layouts result in a less uniform power reception from the

4Unfortunately, we are not able to depict images using layouts based on randomization because
the available array data stems from a uniform array.
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object, which could also be observed using Bartlett’s beamformer. The main difference
between the two sparse array geometries is the altered reception of the object itself,
an artifact that probably stems from the uneven sensor density across the aperture.
Note that although the mainlobe of Bartlett’s beamformer is quasi-convex for this ar-
ray geometry, this does not hold true for Capon’s beamformer because it calculates
the weight vector adaptively. Additionally, the artifacts in end-fire directions are much
less visible than in the images obtained using H-set arrays. While this is beneficial in
general, the imaging system is not operated in end-fire direction anyway. Thus, the
differences in those regions are not a matter of great interest. If the reception of power
from the object has to be improved, one can easily augment the array layout by the
addition of further elements. Their positions can then be obtained by starting the
algorithm initialized with the existing array.
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Lattice type Edge length κ κ/(NXNZ) SLL in dB
10 54 0.54 -11.1
14 67 0.34 -11.2

rectangular 18 96 0.30 -11.6
24 188 0.32 -13.2
30 255 0.28 -13.7

-8.9
10 54 0.54 -10.8

-12.0
-10.2

14 70 0.36 -11.3
-12.2
-11.4

bin. rnd. rect. 18 113 0.35 -12.5
-13.5
-12.5

24 188 0.32 -13.2
-13.9
-13.3

30 256 0.28 -13.7
-14.2
-10.7

10 54 0.54 -10.8
-11.5
-10.6

14 70 0.36 -11.9
-12.9
-11.4

bin. rnd. quincunx 18 113 0.35 -12.6
-13.8
-11.8

24 152 0.26 -13.4
-14.6
-12.3

30 200 0.22 -12.7
-13.3

Table 4.2: Side-Lobe-Level and sparsity obtained for various apertures sizes and lattice
structures of the designed sparse arrays.
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(a) H-set array

(b) URA

(c) Layout based on proposed approach

Figure 4.10: Ultrasound images of a PVC pole with rough surface obtained using
Bartlett’s beamformer on different array geometries. The array layouts are based on
(a) a Hadamard difference-set (16x16) with 120 elements, (b) an (18x18)-URA with
324 elements, (c) the proposed approach using a rectangular (18x18)-lattice with 95
elements. All images have a dynamic range of 30dB.
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(a) H-set array

(b) URA

(c) Layout based on proposed approach

Figure 4.11: Ultrasound images of a PVC pole with rough surface obtained using
Capon’s beamformer on different array geometries. The array layouts are based on
(a) a Hadamard difference-set (16x16) with 120 elements, (b) an (18x18)-URA with
324 elements, (c) the proposed approach using a rectangular (18x18)-lattice with 95
elements. All images have a dynamic range of 11dB.
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Chapter 5

Human Detection and Classification

5.1 Introduction

While the previous chapters of this thesis address the problem of design and calibration
of an acoustic imaging systems, this chapter focuses on the question how such a system
can be used in robotic applications. While it should be clear that objects can be
detected generally by the identification of peaks in the acoustic images, we will show
the possibility of detecting a class of objects which is of crucial importance for robotic
applications, namely the detection of humans. In robotics, for example, it is not
only generally important to detect obstacles in the surroundings of a system, but
to specifically become aware of the presence of humans. Detecting persons in the
surroundings is crucial for control of robot awareness and navigation [LWLW06,BH09,
STI08]. Based on the latter, the trajectory of a person can be estimated and the robot
can respond meaningfully, e.g., it can step out of the way of the human, address the
person, etc.

Before we go into more detail, we want to motivate the use of acoustic imaging in this
context. The benefits in this application will become even clearer after investigation of
the limitations and weaknesses of other sensor modalities. In current systems, mainly
optical (mono or stereo) cameras and radar are used [YTN05]. While it seems natural
to use optical sensors, these suffer from the fact that their performance varies greatly
with lighting conditions or employ expensive infrared cameras [LWLW06]. At the same
time, optical systems do not always reliably detect range and often assume motion or
a specific shape of the persons [CD00,LWLW06]. To mitigate these limitations, they
often employ complex multi-layered hierarchies inspired by biology (e.g., see [TBPI10]).
Radar-based systems, on the other hand, are currently used, but require expensive
hardware and can be unreliable due to the large variability and low intensity of radar
reflections from humans [YTN05]. If we were interested in the detection of moving
objects only, using an acoustic or electro-magnetic excitation signal and the Doppler
effect would be sufficient. However, it would not be possible to detect all still standing
objects or persons in the scene.

Acoustic imaging allows for precise angular and range information. Due to the slow
wave propagation speed of sound, we can easily discriminate close objects from back-
ground and therefore identify obstacles in the surroundings. Additionally, we will show
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that the acoustic signature of a human person is quite unique compared to other ob-
jects and that this allows to classify the reflecting objects in the scene into human and
non-human reflectors. Thus, acoustic sensors provide a powerful, reliable and cheap
option for short-range applications in the context of environmental awareness and a
human presence detection based on acoustic imaging can greatly enhance the overall
system reliability in the aforementioned applications.

In this section, we will firstly show examples of acoustic images of humans and discuss
the properties of their acoustic signatures. We then describe the segmentation problem
and the technique applied to it in Section 5.2. This is followed by a description of fea-
tures that can be used for classification in Section 5.3 We present a model that allows
to generically parametrize the acoustic images. The model’s parameters can be used
as features for classification. Additionally, we also describe a model-free feature space
based on geometrical and statistical features. After we have described the feature se-
lection mechanism in Section 5.4, we show results obtained from real-data experiments
and analyze the performance of several classifiers for the human presence detection
and pose classification problems in Section 5.5. As discussed in Chapter 3, the imaging
system used for the classification task consists of a single narrowband transmitter and
a sparse 2D-array of 30 omnidirectional acoustic receivers. They are positioned in a
nonuniform geometry on an area with a diameter of approximately 6cm. The objects
in a scene are illuminated by a source signal s(t) and reflect back to the array. The
source signal has a center frequency fc of 48 kHz and wavelength λ. According to the
far-field signal model introduced in Section 2.1.1, this results at a given time t in a
data vector

x(t) = a(θ, φ, r)T (s(t))e−j
2π
λ
τ + n(t) , t = 1, . . . , N ,

where N is the number of snapshots, τ represents the time delay between transmission
and reception, θ is the elevation angle, φ is the azimuth angle and r is the distance to
the array. The phase differences between the sensors are modeled by the array response
vector a(θ, φ, r) and T (·) represents all effects on the target’s reflectivity due to object
texture and shape. Note that it is sufficient to work under far-field assumptions as
long as the objects in the scene have a minimal distance to the array of approximately
1m. The processing chain for the classification task is summarized in Fig. 5.2 and
can be described as follows: After some pre-processing and demodulation of x(t), we
apply Capon beamforming on different range gates at distances r to compute a three-
dimensional power spectrum estimate P (θ, φ, r) from the two-dimensional images

Pr(θ, φ) = wH(θ, φ)R̂rw(θ, φ)

of several range gates (see Fig. 5.1). Here, w is an adaptive weighting vector as
described in Section 2.1.2 and R̂r is the sample covariance matrix of the data in range
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gate around r. This results in acoustic images that show reflections from objects in
the scene which can be used for object detection. Our goal is to find features that
discriminate between humans and other objects. Based on a successful detection of
human presence, we can further classify the human in terms of the current pose, e.g.,
whether the person is walking or standing.

Figure 5.1: Example of a 3D acoustic image of a person facing the sensor array. The
coordinate system is given in meters and is centered at the center of the array, which
was mounted 93cm above ground. The x-axis denotes cross-range, the y-axis denotes
the range.
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the proposed human detection and classification scheme. After
the acoustic array records the reflected echoes, an acoustic image is obtained using
adaptive beamforming. The foreground region is determined using the EM algorithm
and features are extracted from both the image and the time series data. The features
are then fed to a previously trained classifier which detects the presence of a human in
the scene. If a human is present, its pose can be classified in a subsequent step.
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(a) 0◦, walking (b) 90◦, standing

(c) 180◦, walking (d) Office chair

Figure 5.3: Three spatial spectra (in decibel) of humans in azimuth, φ, and elevation,
θ, in degrees, from different orientations and one spatial spectrum of an office chair.
All four images have a dynamic range of 11dB.

In Fig. 5.3 (a)-(d), we show acoustic images from three persons in different orientations
and an office chair at a distance of 1.75m away from the array in broadside direction.
The persons are facing the array (0◦), looking to the side (90◦) or looking directly away
from the array (180◦), and were recorded either walking or standing. The office chair
has a diameter of 0.4m, plastic arm rests and a textile seat cover and cushion. As one
can see, due to the complex texture of the human body, the excitation signal reliably
reflects diffusely back to the array from both the torso and the head. As most objects
only show specular reflections, this is quite unique to humans. Large and complex
surface textures result in larger reflecting areas. Thus, the occurrence of a torso-shaped
reflection is rare and together with another reflector above, the likelihood of human
presence is quite high. As mentioned before, we are interested in finding features that
exploit this behavior and span a feature space in which we can discriminate not only
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between humans and non-human objects, but also classify fundamental poses such as
a walking movement in contrast to standing still.

5.2 Segmentation

To solve the classification problem formulated above, we need to segment the image
in order to detect the foreground region in a first step. This is followed by a feature
extraction where the geometric features are based on properties of this foreground re-
gion. Due to the nature of the excitation and reflection of sound, and the fact that
the acoustic images are created by scanning the scene using beamforming, the image
will not show any sharp edges, but rather smooth contours. The degree of smoothness
depends mainly on the object’s shape and the beam-width of the applied beamformer,
but is inevitable because the array has a limited aperture. Due to these facts, common
complex segmentation techniques traditionally used in the image processing commu-
nity are not required here. For example, active contours [KWT88, BI98, CV01] or
min-cut/max-flow techniques [BK04, Set99] were mainly developed to segment highly
detailed images, e.g., photographic images or medical images from magnetic resonance
brain tomography [CJS93, FD96]. While such methods are undoubtedly very power-
ful, they do not perform superior to simpler, threshold-based techniques when applied
to acoustic images, due to the relative simplicity of the shape of echoes. Thus, it
is sufficient to detect acoustic echoes simply based on individual voxel power. To
achieve that, we smooth the image Pr(θ, φ) in an initial step to reduce potential multi-
modalities of the torso echoes. We then use the EM algorithm [DLR77,RW84,Bis07] to
fit a Gaussian-Mixture-Model (GMM) with two Gaussians G(µ1, σ1),G(µ2, σ2), where
µ1 < µ2, to the voxel intensity histogram of the smoothed image. Although the reflected
power intensity can also be modeled according to a Rayleigh or Weibull distribution,
a sufficient approximation can be obtained using a superposition of Gaussians, which
directly results in a low-intensity background and a high-intensity foreground region.
The foreground region R is formed by voxels in the image that have a higher probabil-
ity to belong to the Gaussian G(µ2, σ2) (see Fig. 5.4). This approach is well-known as
a simple segmentation technique (e.g., see [Bis07]). In Figure 5.5, we show an example
of the resulting foreground region where the head and torso echoes are not separated
into distinct segments.
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Figure 5.4: Example of an empirical power distribution for an acoustic image. Voxels
with high intensity are more likely to belong to G(µ2, σ2) and will be included into the
foreground region.
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Figure 5.5: Result of the segmentation of an image where the echoes of head and torso
are in close distance.
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5.3 Feature Extraction

In order to obtain a feature space for human presence detection or classification of a
specific pose, we extract features from the acoustic images in three different ways:

1. First, we formulate a generic model for acoustic images and extract the model’s
parameters as features.

2. Secondly, we extract statistical features from the time series data x(t) recorded
by the array.

3. Finally, we also extract geometric features from the acoustic images Pr(θ, φ)

obtained from x(t).

In the following, we describe each of those ways in more detail. The implemented
features are chosen such that they correspond to some physical meaning or image
parameter that changes with respect to the object in the scene, e.g., the contours of the
main echoes or the size of its reflective surface. While it is easily possible to implement
many more shape parameters, we restrict the presentation to the features that are used
in the classification. Their choice is motivated not only by physical meaning, but also
an information-theoretic feature selection procedure described in Section 5.4. This is
also validated by the achieved classification performance we describe in Section 5.5.
The features are described such that their values are affected by the object’s range.
However, it is straightforward to make them range-invariant by transforming them to
the Cartesian coordinate system and/or normalize them with respect to their TOF.

5.3.1 Modeling the Acoustic Signature

In this section, we describe how the acoustic images can be generically modeled. Our
goal is to extract the model parameters as features for further classification of the
objects present in the scene. We are interested in two aspects, based on the reliable
occurrence of head and torso echoes. First, we want to parametrize the image such
that the acoustic signature is preserved and we can establish geometric properties
in the image. Secondly, we aim to find clusters in the parameter space that allow
us to discriminate between humans and other objects present in the scene. With
respect to the detection and classification of persons, this means that we want to
obtain parameter sets that are unique to the presence of a large torso echo, a weaker
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head echo and possibly other echo sources in the scene. We therefore propose to model
the spatial power spectra obtained from the acoustic array as a mixture of K two-
dimensional Gaussians G(µk,Σk), k = 1, . . . , K, in the (θ, φ)-domain where µk are the
mean vectors, and, with ρ, σθ,k, σφ,k being the correlation coefficient and the standard
deviations in θ and φ dimensions, and the covariance matrices

Σk =

(
σ2
θ,k ρσθ,kσφ,k

ρσθ,kσφ,k σ2
θ,k

)
. (5.1)

We then fit the GMM to the image by solving the following optimization problem:

β̂ = arg min
β
ε = arg min

β

∫
R
||Pr(θ, φ)− f(β)||2δθδφ (5.2)

s.t. λ1,k, λ2,k > 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (5.3)

Si 6 ∩ Sj ∀ i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , K (5.4)

µk ∈ R ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (5.5)

where R is obtained by segmentation (see Section 5.2),

f(β) = f(w1,µ1,Σ
T
1 , . . . , wK ,µK ,Σ

T
K) (5.6)

=
K∑
k=1

wkG(µk,Σk) .

Here, wk is a weighting factor and β denotes the parameter vector to be estimated,
such that

β = (w1,µ1, vec{Σ1}, . . . , wK ,µK , vec{ΣK})

The eigenvalues of Σk are denoted as λ1,k, λ2,k. The constraint in Eq. (5.3) is required
in order to guarantee positive definite covariance matrices for all Σk. The second
constraint in Eq. (5.4) is introduced in order to ensure that each echo is modeled only
from a single Gaussian. Here, Si is an ellipsoid region in the (θ, φ)-domain that covers
a certain fraction of the volume of the ith Gaussian such that all points (θ, φ) in Si
fulfill

((θ, φ)− µi)Σ−1
i ((θ, φ)− µi)T ≤ C(1− ρ)2 . (5.7)

Here, since we assume two-dimensional Gaussians, C is determined according to the
inverse cumulative χ2

2 distribution such that∫ C2

0

e−t/2

2
δt = F (5.8)

is satisfied [AS72].1 Here, F denotes the fraction of the volume under the Gaussians
to be covered by any Si. Its value should lie somewhere between 0.5 and 0.9 to control

1Note that this holds exactly only if ρ = 0 and is an approximation otherwise. However, for ρ > 0,
the ellipsoid is only rotated, thus the relation leads to the desired coverage of the Gaussian.
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the separation between the Gaussians effectively. The third constraint in Eq. (5.5) is
based on the segmentation result and simply restricts the mean of the Gaussians to
lie inside the foreground region. It is not strictly necessary, but prevents divergence of
the solving algorithm from reasonable solutions. The problem formulated in Eq. (5.2)
can be initialized using knowledge of R, e.g. the mean vectors µk, k = 1, . . . , K can be
defined to be at the locations of the K largest extrema in R.

To accelerate the convergence properties in the solution space, it is beneficial to refor-
mulate the constraints in Eq. (5.3) and (5.5) into penalty terms of the cost function,
e.g. a positive definite Σk can be favored by a penalty term log(det Σk). The constraint
in Eq. (5.5) can be taken into account by penalizing the distance of µk to the center
of mass of R. Thus, the problem from Eq. (5.2) can be reformulated to

β̂ = arg min
β
ε = arg min

β

∫
R
||Pr(θ, φ)− f(β)||2δθδφ (5.9)

− l1 log(det Σk) + l2
∑
k

log(det Σk)||µk − (θ̄, φ̄)||

s.t. Si 6 ∩ Sj ∀ i 6= j (5.10)

Here, l1, l2 represent constant penalty cost factors that have to be chosen manually
and control the weighting of the different terms in the cost function. The point (θ̄, φ̄)

denotes the center of gravity in the foreground region R and is defined by

θ̄ =

s

R
θPr(θ, φ)δθδφ

s

R
Pr(θ, φ)δθδφ

, φ̄ =

s

R
φPr(θ, φ)δθδφ

s

R
Pr(θ, φ)δθδφ

(5.11)

The problem in Eq. (5.9) can be solved numerically, e.g. using a Quasi-Newton algo-
rithm, for different K, depending on the target object class, i.e.. As the knees, hands
and feet of humans are not always visible in the image, it is sufficient to set K = 2

to model only the head and torso echoes, assuming there are not other objects present
in the scene. Clearly, one has to set K higher when there is no knowledge about the
scene and the number of reflectors available.

Based on the found estimate of the model parameters β̂, we can then formulate other
features that are meaningful to detect humans in the image, e.g. the relative position,
distance and angle of the centroids. Additionally, we can expect the head echo to be
much smaller than the torso echo, meaning that the ratio of variances is an additional
feature. However, the solution of Eq. (5.9) provides not only β̂, but also the residu-
als ε as a measure for the goodness-of-fit of the model. Therefore, it is theoretically
possible to set K as a free parameter and vary the model order. One can then choose
how accurately the image should be modeled or whether small reflectors, clutter and
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noise should also be modeled or neglected. The classic information criteria can then
be used to balance model accuracy versus complexity based on the principle of par-
simony (see [SS04,WK85,WZ89]). Together with the segmentation contours, β̂ and
ε allow to represent humans in acoustic images quite uniquely and can be supplied
to a subsequent classifier. A strong advantage of the method is that head and torso
echoes of a human are always explicitly determined, such that it works reliably even
when those echo regions are so close that the segmentation does not find disjoint re-
gions anymore. On the other hand, the approach has the sever disadvantage that the
formulated optimization problem is based on the least-squares principle and requires
complex problem solving routines. The accuracy of the resulting model also depends
heavily on the initialization of the problem. We therefore seek to also find more simple
features that are easy to compute and do not rely on complex optimization problems

5.3.2 Geometric Features

5.3.2.1 Elliptic Torso Fitting

For the above mentioned reasons, the use of ellipse fitting is a reasonable choice, since it
is computationally cheap. Additionally, the torso is not only a reliable source of acoustic
reflection of any human, but also shows a significant elliptic shape. We therefore model
the contours of the largest echoes in the foreground region R. We assume that the
segment with the largest area represents the torso and extract its contourC = (cθ cφ)T ,
where cθ, cφ represent the coordinates of the contour pixels and are, thus, of varying
length and the superscript T denotes transpose. Now, given the general quadratic
expression of an ellipse as

CT
e Σ−1Ce + c = 0 , (5.12)

we can transform the data by subtraction of its center of mass and rotation to obtain
a standardized ellipse of the form

C̃T
e SC̃e + c̃ = 0 .

With λ1, λ2 being the eigenvalues of Σ−1, a =
√
− c̃
λ1
, b =

√
− c̃
λ2

are the ellipse’s
axes and, since λ1, λ2 are invariant to translation and rotation, S = diag(λ1, λ2). We
then fit the ellipse parameters to the data by minimizing the geometric distances of
the ellipse to C, meaning that we minimize the sum of the squares of the distances
to the data points [GGS94]. This can be obtained using the constraint λ1 + λ2 = 1

(or trace(S) = 1). This has been shown to be more robust than minimizing the
algebraic distances [GGS94,FPF99,FF95] and results in a nonlinear (total) least squares
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problem which we solve using a Gauss-Newton procedure following [GGS94]. The initial
estimates of the parameters are found using the Bookstein constraint λ2

1+λ2
2 = 1, which

is more efficient, but not as accurate as the trace constraint. In [FPF99], an alternative
approach is given and the authors show that their strategy is even more robust for the
general problem of conic fitting. However, we found that for the acoustic images, using
the trace constraint as described above is sufficient and the results do not differ largely.

5.3.2.2 Generic Shape Parameters

In addition to the elliptic parameters, we also use more generic shape parameters of the
acoustic images. The most simple feature used here is the total area A of the largest
continuous segment in R. Based on that, we also compute a measure of smoothness of
the contours. We implemented several features such as the model order of a polygonal
fit to the contour, the eccentricity of the contour in polar coordinates and also more
sophisticated transformations of the contour (see also [ZL04]). However, we found that
a rather simple measure performed best from this category of features. To obtain it,
we determine the smallest convex polygon that fully contains the echo segment and
determine its area Ac. Then, simply the convexity

cv = Ac/A

shows how smooth the contour of an echo segment is. The feature selection described
in Section 5.4 showed that this convexity dominates other shape parameters than A

for the problem of pose classification.

5.3.3 Statistical Features

In addition to features extracted from the acoustic images, we also analyze the time
series data of the array channels in x(t). They contain direct information about echo
distribution in depth as well as information about the object’s general pose. An analysis
of the distribution of the data shows changes within the classes. More specifically,
the extreme values as well as the percentile spreads in the empirical distributions are
correlated with the reflecting surface of the objects in the scene, suggesting that the
tails of the distributions change depending on the human pose. This is likely due to the
fact that a walking human rotates the body slightly. The received power will therefore
vary in signal strength because the reflections stem from reflective surfaces that are
not orthogonal to the direct line between array and person. For these reasons, we
extract features which estimate the tails of the time series as well as measures of power
concentration along the range.
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5.3.3.1 Hill Estimator

There exist several indices that measure the extent to which a distribution is heavy-
tailed (see [PDM98] for an overview). Here, we use the Hill estimator [Hil75] which is
defined as follows: Let X(1), X(2), . . . , X(n) be the order statistics, obtained by X(1) ≥
X(2) ≥ . . . ≥ X(n), of a distribution F (x) and x(1) ≥ x(2) ≥ . . . ≥ x(N) realizations
thereof. F (x) can be of any form, but its (upper) tail should follow a general form
such that for large x, 1 − F (x) ∝ x−α. A value of α = 1 corresponds to the Cauchy
distribution and distributions with α→ 2 approach the normal distribution [PDM98].
The Hill estimator of the tail index of F (x) is then given by

α
(m)
H =

m+ 1∑m
i=1 i · ln

(
x(i)

x(i+1)

) ,

where m is the number of order statistics taken into account in the estimation. The
choice of m influences the statistical properties of α(m)

H , e.g., a large m will result in
a small variance, but a large bias of the estimator. An iterative selection procedure
to choose m optimally is described in [Hsi99]. Applied to this problem, it results in
approximately m = 0.2N . Clearly, the samples x(n) could be taken from any single
channel of the array. At the same time, it is advisable to make use of all the data in x(t),
not only a single channel. However, one should not simply merge data from different
channels in order to increase the sample size as the channels are highly correlated
and the Hill estimator was developed based on the assumption of independent and
identically distributed statistics. Alternatively, we average the absolute values of the
data across all channels in the base-band to obtain a pseudo-channel x̃(t), t = 1, . . . , N

with order statistics X̃(i), which greatly reduces the variance of α(m)
H compared to using

a single channel.

5.3.3.2 Power-related Tail Parameters

Since α(m)
H is a shape parameter that does not contain information about the strength of

the received echoes, we additionally look at other measures based on the samples above
the 80-percentile of the empirical distribution, denoted by x̃(i)

0.8 = x̃(m), . . . , x̃(1) ,m =

b0.2Nc to obtain more information about the maximally returned power. We then
estimate both the sample mean and the sample variance in the upper tail as

µ̂0.8 =
1

m

m∑
i=1

x̃(i)
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and

σ̂0.8 =
1

m− 1

m∑
i=1

(x̃(i) − µ̂0.8)
2 .

These features measure the amount of power and the concentration in the tail, which
consistently shows to possess discriminative power especially for the pose classification
(see Section 5.5.4).

5.3.3.3 Depth-related Parameters

As the reflected echoes from the objects vary across range depending on the shape of
an object or the pose of a human, it is reasonable to also measure the concentration
of power along the distance to the array. While walking humans will most likely swing
their arms during movement, a standing human is expected to hold them closer to
their bodies most of the time. This results in the fact that walking humans on average
reflect echoes across a larger range than standing humans. To measure this effect,
we estimate central geometric moments in the pseudo-channel, i.e., the moment of
first order by m1 =

∑N
i=1 x̃(i)(i − tp)2, where tp denotes the location of the point of

mass along the samples. If a human is present, tp will correspond to the depth at
which the torso reflects the largest echo. To obtain an even stronger emphasis on the
power received, we also estimate the second central geometric moment, which is simply
m2 =

∑N
i=1 x̃

2(i)(i− tp)2.

5.4 Feature Selection

To select a good feature subset for the human presence detection, it is reasonable to
select features that are heavily affected by the presence of a large torso echo from the
human. Thus, we manually choose to select the ellipse’s axis parameters â, b̂ obtained
from the elliptic fit of the largest echo. Together with the reflective area A, we obtain
a three-dimensional feature space that is well separated (see Section 5.5.3). However,
the selection of features is more complex for the problem of pose classification. While it
is straightforward to identify several features that are clearly correlated with the class
label, the selection of a reasonable feature subspace for that problem is more difficult
and a statistical analysis of the feature space is necessary to obtain good classification
performance.

There exist numerous approaches for feature selection such as sequential searches, ge-
netic algorithms, branch-and-bound search (see [JZ97] for an overview). They all have
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in common that they need to define a measure of merit in order to evaluate a specific
feature space for some training data. The most common measure here is the clas-
sification error rate, which determines how accurate a specific classifier performs in
separating data into a number of classes. However, it can only be calculated by choos-
ing a certain classifier which has to be retrained for every feature subset. While this is
clearly possible, there is also the possibility to analyze the feature space and possible
subspaces without the need of a specific classifiers. We use the minimal-Redundancy-
Maximal-Relevance (mRMR) method of [PLD05], which is proven to give results that
maximize the dependency of the class labels on the selected features. The method
relies on the mutual information between two random variables X and Y , defined as

I(X, Y ) =
x

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
dxdy .

The relevance of a set S of features is then measured by the averaged mutual informa-
tion of all features with the class labels as

D(S, Cn) =
1

|S|
∑
fi∈S

I(fi, Cn)

and the redundancy of S is measured by the average mutual information between two
features fi, fj as

R(S) =
1

|S|2
∑

fi,fj∈S

I(fi, fj) .

The algorithm maximizes the relevance while simultaneously minimizing the redun-
dancy in S. This is performed by maximizing the difference D(S, Cn) − R(S) with
respect to single features in S. Thus, a set with high discriminative power is created
using only a small number of features that complement one another. Kernel density
estimation is used to obtain estimates of D and R. Gaussian kernels have been found
to be suitable. The features are then selected using an incremental search that adds
one feature at a time. In [PLD05], this "first-order incremental selection” is shown to
be optimal in that it maximizes the dependency of the class label on the resulting fea-
ture subspace. The features selected with this procedure are the ones described in the
previous section. They also validate the manual selection of the elliptical parameters
and the torso area as sufficient for the human detection problem because additional
features only have a small effect on D(S, Cn) while increasing R(S). While it is suffi-
cient to use only geometric features for the detection problem, only the combination
of features from statistical and geometric categories allows a reasonable classification
performance for the pose classification problem. The GMM parameters can be used for
a successful detection, but are inferior to the simpler geometric features described in
section 5.3.2 due to their complexity. We therefore show the results using the model-
based approach, but do not further include those parameters in the feature space for
the classification results.
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5.5 Results

In this section, we present the experimental setup used to record the real data on which
the results in this section are based. We will compare the classification performance
of several methods for both the human presence detection and the pose classification
problem. All features are scaled before any feature selection, training or testing to
avoid numerical dominance of any feature. The scaling factors were chosen such that
all features lie in the interval from 0 to 1. We apply four different classifiers to all
classification problems:

• a simple LDA classifier that assumes homoscedastic (equal covariance matrices)
distributions for the classes,

• a QDA classifier that makes no assumptions about the covariances of the classes,

• SVMs using a linear kernel,

• and SVMs using a Gaussian radial basis function as kernel.

The performance is compared based on the same training and test data. The SVMs
were tested with several penalty terms and function parameters (e.g. variances of
the Gaussian kernels). The described results are obtained using the best choice of
parameters from a logarithmic grid search.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

The imaging system we use consists of a single narrow-band acoustic transmitter with
a center-frequency of 48 kHz. The receiving 2D-array consists of 30 omnidirectional
microphones which are positioned in a nonuniform sparse geometry. It is mounted at
a height of 93cm. The transmitter is specified to have a beam pattern such that the
3dB-cutoff area is approximately 60◦ in azimuth and elevation and is mounted close to
the array. The system was placed in an indoor scenario and we recorded several data
sets from humans and non-human objects. The class of non-human objects consists of
several pieces of typical office furniture, such as an office chair, a desk, a room plant,
etc. All objects were put in front of the array at different orientations relative to the
array and the scene was illuminated by the single transmitter. The recorded echos were
then processed using adaptive beamforming as described in Sections 2.1.2 and 3.1.
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5.5.2 Modeling Results

We demonstrate the approach described above and apply it to data from two different
scenes, each containing a single object. In the first scene, a human was standing in
front of the array at a distance of 1.75m, facing the array. In the second scene, the
office chair from Figure 5.3 was placed at the same position. In Figure 5.6, we can
see the reconstructed images based on the segmentation region R and the estimated
parameters β̂ for a GMM withK = 2. The resulting image for the first scene (Fig. 5.6a)
clearly shows the Gaussian that models the strong torso echo (w1 = 8.296) while the
head echo, modeled by a significantly weaker Gaussian above (w2 = 3.637), is less
strongly visible, but reliably located above the torso as expected. Thus, although the
two echo sources were not well separated, the image was successfully parametrized.
In the second scene, the two strongest echoes are reflected from both one of the arm
rests and a corner of the seat cushion. This is also modeled in the reconstructed image
(Fig. 5.6b), where only two smaller, almost equally strong reflections are modeled at
both corresponding regions in the image. We see that modeling the acoustic image
by a GMM allows to represent the spatial information about the position of reflecting
surfaces in a parameter vector. As described previously, the approach can be extended
by application of the model with a varying order K if it is desired to model the image
in more detail, resulting in a model-order selection problem.
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(a) Walking person, orientation 180◦

(b) Office chair, orientation 0◦

Figure 5.6: Reconstructed images based on the estimated parameters for a person (a)
and an office chair (b).
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Figure 5.7: Three-dimensional feature space for the two classes of human and non-
human objects. The figure shows both estimated ellipse parameters â, b̂ of the torso
echo segment as well as the overall area of the echo in cm2. Humans are represented
by crosses, non-human objects by circles.

5.5.3 Human Detection Performance

Due to the unique echoes returned from the human body, especially the torso, we
can detect reliably the presence of a human in the image by simply using the ellipse
parameters and other simple geometric features. In Figure 5.7, we show the resulting
three-dimensional feature space for the two estimated ellipse shape parameters as well
as the overall echo region in cm2. Since all objects were placed at a distance of 1.75m

and with a pixel resolution of 0.5◦, a single pixel in the image represents roughly
1.5 cm2. In the Figure, we can clearly distinguish the two classes from each other
and the large majority of the data is well separated in the two classes. Exceptions
occur for two scenes in which non-human objects lie close to the main cluster of human
scenes as well as two non-human scenes where the ellipse fitting failed to produce an
ellipse due to the complex concave structure of the returned echo contours. However,
the Figure shows that the two classes can be easily distinguished from each other,
e.g., by LDA or QDA. To test the performance in this two-class problem, we use a
data set of 107 humans and 101 non-human objects. We create a training set of 70%

of the data by randomly choosing 74 humans (H) and 70 non-human objects (NH)
from the full data set. The remaining 64 scenes are then used to evaluate different
classifiers. Using LDA, we can correctly classify 61 objects or 95.31% of the test set.
Three scenes with humans were not detected correctly and no false alarms are present.
When using QDA, the correct classification rate, also called total classification accuracy,
improves to 96.88%, although one human image is not detected correctly. However,
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classified as
Method total accuracy class H NH

LDA 95.31%
H 33 (100%) 0 (0%)
NH 3(9.68%) 28(90.32%)

QDA 96.88%
H 32 (96.97%) 1 (3.03%)
NH 1 (3.23%) 30 (96.77%)

SVMs 96.88%
H 33(100%) 0(0%)
NH 2(6.45%) 29(93.55%)

Table 5.1: Classification performance of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) and the Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
for the two-class problem of human presence detection. A number of 144 images (70%)
of the data was used for training and 64 images for testing. Both sets contain equal
proportions of both classes.

classified as
Method total accuracy class H NH

LDA 92.79%
H 100% 0%
NH 14.85% 85.15%

QDA 97.60%
H 98.13% 1.87%
NH 2.97% 97.03%

SVMs 97.60%
H 100% 0%
NH 4.95% 95.05%

Table 5.2: Classification performance of Linear Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Dis-
criminant Analysis and a Support Vector Machines for the same problem using cross-
validation.

the classification improves for both classes. Clearly, the assumption of equal covariance
matrices of the classes made by LDA is not realistic and QDA does take this into
account, resulting in higher classification accuracy. When using SVMs, either with a
linear kernel or radial basis functions, the results are similar to the ones obtained with
QDA. The correct classification rate is equal, the single class performance differs only
slightly. The obtained confusion matrices are depicted in Table 5.1. The classification
rates are robust to the selection of training data, due to the well-separated clusters
in the feature space. To evaluate the classification performance using the largest
possible training sets with K scenes, we also employ a leave-one-out cross-validation,
where we repeatedly train the classifiers based on K − 1 scenes and test performance
for the remaining one, such that all scenes belong K − 1 times to the training set and
are used once as a test scene. Table 5.2 shows the results obtained from the cross-
validation procedure. Clearly, LDA performs worse in terms of false alarms, it detects
14.85% of the non-human objects as humans, but maintains the perfect detection of
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all humans. In summary, LDA results in a classifier that is biased towards humans. It
is not generally recommendable due to its simple linear decision rule and assumptions
about the equal covariance of the classes. Both QDA and SVMs perform better in
total classification accuracy. However, the results using SVMs indicate also a bias
towards humans, although on a much smaller scale. The quadratic classifier shows a
more balanced result, at the cost of a slightly reduced detection of humans. Its total
classification accuracy is again identical to the one obtained using SVMs.

5.5.4 Pose Classification Performance

To analyze the classification performance for standing and walking humans, we recorded
another data set of 73 scenes in which one of 4 different persons is present at a time.
The subjects were recorded both while walking and standing and looking at different
directions relative to the array (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦). The persons were recorded during
six poses while walking a full sequence of steps which forms the basis of a periodic
walking movement. In the following, we describe the recorded poses with an example
of a walking movement that starts with the right leg:

1. Initially, the person stands on one foot (e.g. the left) and extends the other to
step forward.

2. In the second pose, the person has shifted weight to the other (right) foot and
stands on it while the heel of the initial (left) foot is lifted from the ground.

3. The next sample is recorded when the person’s initial (left) foot is moved forward
and is parallel to the standing foot. Weight is still on the other (right) foot. The
knee of the left foot is slightly bent, the foot above ground.

4. Afterwards, the person extends the left leg forward, placing the heel on the
ground, while body weight is still mainly on the right foot.

5. Again, body weight is shifted during the step such that the person lifts the heel
of the right foot and is now standing on the left foot.

6. In the last pose of the sequence, the person pulls the right leg forward. The
recorded pose is symmetric to pose 3.

A walking person will periodically follow this sequence of poses. Due to the similarity
of pose 3 and 6 to a standing pose, it is hard to decide binary between a walking and
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a standing person based on a single image, even for a human using an optical image,
let alone an automatic classification based on an acoustic image. We therefore exclude
poses 3 and 6 in our analysis and restrict the problem to discriminating between persons
standing still and persons in poses 1, 2, 4 and 5. We trained several classifiers on the
two classes of walking and standing humans using all features described in Section 5.3.
From the data set available, we used 24 images from pose 1 and 4 together with 22
images from poses 2 and 5 for the class of walking persons (W) and 27 images of
standing humans (S).

While we generally can obtain classifiers with a satisfactory classification accuracy,
the results depend more heavily on the selection of the training set than in the hu-
man detection problem. In Figure 5.8, we show the classification accuracy of different
classifiers when the training and test sets are chosen randomly for a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation based on 100 runs. Clearly, the accuracy varies significantly between 55% and
values above 95%. The mean accuracy is 77.26% for LDA, 84.17% for QDA, 76.83%

for the SVM with a linear kernel and 74.13% for the SVM using Gaussian radial basis
functions. However, we see that QDA outperforms the other classifiers in that it has
not only a higher mean accuracy, but its distribution is skewed to the left and its mass
is concentrated in the high values of accuracy. The reason for the lower accuracy of
the SVMs is that the data set also contains outliers in the feature space, e.g., due to
some aberrant shapes in the images. SVMs are known to be sensitive to outliers in the
training set because they try to minimize the penalty terms of the soft margins and,
thus, the decision boundary is greatly affected by aberrant points. A more detailed
analysis of the confusion matrices shows that the classification of walking humans is
relatively robust to the selection of the training data. Figure 5.9 shows that for the
large majority of the Monte Carlo runs, the class is correctly identified with an accu-
racy of more than 90%. It is the class of standing humans that is more sensitive to the
selection of training data. The resulting classifiers are therefore all biased towards the
class of walking humans. We see that again QDA is not only robust, but achieves on
average the highest classification accuracy. It was also the only classifier that achieved
a perfect classification in a single Monte Carlo run.

Table 5.3 shows the performance of the classifiers under the use of cross-validation.
We can see that the total accuracy ranges from 79% to more than 90%, with the QDA
being again the best classifier. Also the LDA performs reasonable, both classes are
correctly identified with comparable rates. Again, the SVMs perform worse which is
again caused by the presence of outliers in the feature space. This effect is present for
different block lengths in the cross-validation. Since the number of available data from
the standing persons is rather small, this effect is influences the overall performance
of the SVMs. However, the performance can be improved by postfiltering the results
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of the classification accuracy for 100 randomly selected training
(70% of the data) and test (30% of the data) sets.

Figure 5.9: Histogram of the classification accuracy for 100 randomly selected training
(70% of the data) and test (30% of the data) sets for all walking humans. The majority
of the classifiers result in a correct classification of more than 90% for this class.
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classified as
Method total accuracy class W S

LDA 87.31%
W 86.30% 13.70%
S 10.96% 89.04%

QDA 91.89%
W 100% 0%
S 21.92% 78.08%

SVM (linear) 79.21%
W 86.30% 13.70%
S 32.88% 67.12%

SVM (rbf) 79.47%
W 93.15% 6.85%
S 43.84% 56.16%

Table 5.3: Classification performance of Linear Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Dis-
criminant Analysis and Support Vector Machines with linear and Gaussian kernels for
the classes of walking and standing humans using cross-validation.

of the elliptic fitting in order to detect aberrant shapes prior to the classification.
Alternatively, using more training data will also improve the performance of the SVMs
such that they perform equally good or even better than the other classifiers.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter presents an overview of the conclusions drawn from results in the preceding
chapters as well as an outlook to possible future work.

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have discussed the design of active acoustic imaging systems using
acoustic arrays for general object detection tasks as well as object classification in the
context of robotic applications. Acoustic imaging can greatly increase the reliability
of scene analysis by offering and spatial resolution and direct range measurements
independently of any other sensor entity. Furthermore, the echoes depend mainly
on the shape of an object, not its material. It is therefore possible to compensate
limitations and weaknesses of other sensors such as cameras, radar or lidar. Due to
their cheap costs and reliability even in most severe conditions, acoustic sensors can
be used for imaging and are a valuable tool in all situations where objects have to be
detected and analyzed. We have discussed basic principles of active acoustic imaging
systems that operate in air and presented an approach to calibrate acoustic arrays which
are affected by position errors and other, direction-independent errors using a method
that overcomes some limitations of previous methods and is computationally simple.
This allows the calibration of acoustic arrays using only a low number of calibration
sources. Due to the cost-sensitive nature of some applications, we also emphasized on
the problem of sparse array design. We presented approaches to design highly sparse
arrays with good resolution and noise suppression capabilities and demonstrated their
effectiveness by both simulations and application to real data measurements. The
images obtained using those sparse layouts show the significant echoes and shapes of
objects in the scene. For large reflecting areas, the power reception can be altered.
However, this is not affecting the ability to detect objects and model their shapes
in a 3D fashion. On the functional level, we have developed features which allow a
reliable detection of persons and distinguishes them from other objects. The obtained
classifiers allow correct classification of human and non-human objects with a rate of
almost 97 percent. Furthermore, we have shown that it is possible to classify the pose
of a person even further, e.g., we presented a feature set which allows to distinguish
between walking and standing persons using not only geometrical features, but also
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statistical features obtained from the time-series data of the system. The features have
been chosen using a feature selection method based on mutual information criteria.
Based on this feature set, a correct classification rate of 87−90 percent can be achieved.

6.2 Outlook

The system used throughout this work was so far limited to narrowband excitation
signals. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider broadband excitation which is expected
to allow even higher spatial resolution, if needed. Additionally, the obtained echoes
from the objects could be analyzed for different frequencies which extends the possi-
bilities to infer information about texture and shape of the objects. Another intuitive
step to take of the presented work is the extension to dynamic scenes, i.e., to track
objects over time. This would allow infer more information about more complicated
objects or estimate and predict trajectories in a scene. By analyzing echoes obtained
from different viewing angles, it could be possible to obtain a more precise model of the
reflecting objects and model the surrounding scene of the platform more accurately.
With respect to sparse array design, a natural extension of the presented methods
would be to apply the design concepts to 3D arrays. In that context, the pressure of
reducing the number of sensors is even higher, and we expect similar gains in sparsity
by applying the theory of array redundancy and controlled manipulation thereof. It
would also be worthwhile to analyze the relation between the non-uniformity of arrays
and their performance in application-specific figures of merit. For example, some ap-
plications of acoustic imaging require a reliable detection not only of the object it self,
but also its shape. Simply using the mean square error (MSE) in such situations is
not sufficient and it would be beneficial to have a an effective way of measuring what
the effect of an increased sparsity of the array is in terms of reduced quality of shape
representation. On the other hand, in DOA estimation problems, the effect of sparsity
can not be measured by the Cramer-Rao-Bound, but more general bounds have to be
taken into account. With a more general figure of merit, one could more easily design
arrays with maximal sparsity, if the desired estimation accuracy is known.

The presented results on human presence detection and classification can be extended
to other classes. For example, it should be possible to classify the pose of a human
not only by movement, but also by the orientation relative to the array, e.g., whether
the person is facing the platform or looking to left, to the right or away from the
platform. Moreover, it might be possible to even recognize simple gestures in 3D and
therefore improve the gesture recognition of a robot by combining acoustic imaging with
optical cameras. As stated above, also the classification of dynamic scenes is possible
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and the classifier could be integrated in a framework to obtain reliable detection and
classification results over a period of time.
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